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Abstract
Rapid Digital transformation drives organizations to continually revitalize their business models
so organizations can excel in such aggressive global competition. Intelligent Information Systems
(IIS) have enabled organizations to achieve many strategic and market leverages. Despite the
increasing intelligence competencies offered by IIS, they are still limited in many cognitive
functions. Elevating the cognitive competencies offered by IIS would impact the organizational
strategic positions.
With the advent of Deep Learning (DL), IoT, and Edge Computing, IISs has witnessed a leap in
their intelligence competencies. DL has been applied to many business areas and many industries
such as real estate and manufacturing. Moreover, despite the complexity of DL models, many
research dedicated efforts to apply DL to limited computational devices, such as IoTs. Applying
deep learning for IoTs will turn everyday devices into intelligent interactive assistants.
IISs suffer from many challenges that affect their service quality, process quality, and information
quality. These challenges affected, in turn, user acceptance in terms of satisfaction, use, and trust.
Moreover, Information Systems (IS) has conducted very little research on IIS development and
the foreseeable contribution for the new paradigms to address IIS challenges. Therefore, this
research aims to investigate how the employment of new AI paradigms would enhance the overall
quality and consequently user acceptance of IIS.
This research employs different AI paradigms to develop two different IIS. The first system uses
deep learning, edge computing, and IoT to develop scene-aware ridesharing mentoring. The first
developed system enhances the efficiency, privacy, and responsiveness of current ridesharing
monitoring solutions. The second system aims to enhance the real estate searching process by
formulating the search problem as a Multi-criteria decision. The system also allows users to filter
properties based on their degree of damage, where a deep learning network allocates damages in
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each real estate image. The system enhances real-estate website service quality by enhancing
flexibility, relevancy, and efficiency.
The research contributes to the Information Systems research by developing two Design Science
artifacts. Both artifacts are adding to the IS knowledge base in terms of integrating different
components, measurements, and techniques coherently and logically to effectively address
important issues in IIS. The research also adds to the IS environment by addressing important
business requirements that current methodologies and paradigms are not fulfilled. The research
also highlights that most IIS overlook important design guidelines due to the lack of relevant
evaluation metrics for different business problems.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The trend toward data-driven decision-making has created a paradigm shift in how organizations
create and leverage knowledge for decision-making (Davenport & Kudyba, 2016). NASA (2011)
describes intelligent systems as autonomous, robust, and collaborative systems. According to
Gartner's 2018 technology trend survey (S. Li, Da Xu, & Zhao, 2018), Artificial Intelligence (AI)
is listed as the No. 1 strategic technology in developing information systems. An Intelligent
Information System (IIS) can be considered to be an Information System (IS) that exhibits
intelligent behavior that is based on AI (Aronson, Liang, & Turban, 2005; Elhoseny, Metawa,
Darwish, & Hassanien, 2017; Ghoshal & Moran, 1996). On the same line, Intelligent Information
Systems (IIS) are intelligent systems that can imitate, automate several intelligent behaviors of
human beings (Elhoseny et al., 2017) (J. E. Aronson et al., 2005). So, what makes a system
intelligent is its ability to infer and perceive beyond the situations it was trained for. Intelligent
systems are designed to maintain sustainable performance in changing environments, decrease
waste in resource utilization, and guard against catastrophic failure. However, not all systems
based on AI are considered intelligent information systems. Otherwise, there are basic
characteristics that define IISs, which are discussed further below.
Expert systems, intelligent agents, and knowledge-based systems are examples of IISs that notably
enhance productivity and quality (Zhaohao, Ping, & Dong, 2012). IISs involve various types of
Information Systems (IS) and technologies, such as Decision Support System (DSS) (Sperandio,
Gomes, Borges, Brito, & Almada-Lobo, 2013), Rule-based Expert System (ES), Knowledge
Management System (KMS), Supervised Machine Learning (Marshall & Lambert, 2018),
Recommender Systems,

Deep Learning

(LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015a), Cognitive

Computing (Soman & Suri, 2016a), and Internet of Things (IoT).
IIS has been going through foundational longitudinal changes due to the change in the AI
algorithms used. In the traditional rule-based computing paradigms, such as supervised machine
learning (ML) and clustering algorithms, intelligent systems fall short of self-learn and adjust their
14

behavior to react to changes in the outside environment (Kinsner, 2009). Through the emergence
of Deep Learning (DL), AI has entered a new era of cognitive AI or "new generation AI" (Duan,
Edwards, & Dwivedi, 2019). DL networks offer inference and reasoning features through
unsupervised learning" (Duan et al., 2019). DL allow machines to be augmented with human-like
cognitive abilities such as NLP, object recognition, and computer vision (S Elnagar & Thomas).
The new "new generation AI" is the current paradigm for IISs (Ransbotham, Kiron, Gerbert, &
Reeves, 2017).
Intelligent systems based on the DL paradigm are goal-oriented systems, not task-oriented
systems, but DL stills resource-consuming, and intelligence gained by such networks couldn't be
explained as a "black box" (Shwartz-Ziv & Tishby, 2017). While AI (e.g., Deep Learning (DL),
Internet of Things (IoT)) is the current bedrock of IIS, Cognitive Computing (CoC) is the
foundation for next-generation IIS, as shown in Figure 1.1. COC is offering transparent AI where
intelligence is encoded using special types of mathematics (Emmert-Streib, Yli-Harja, & Dehmer,
2020). In addition, COC's new hardware, Neuromorphic hardware, allows low-cost computation
and communication, which uses spikes as a method of communication between layers (Aghnout
& Karimi, 2019).
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Figure 1.1 Technologies Used in The Longitudinal Development of IIS.

1.1

Characteristics & Challenges of IIS

Krishnakumar (2003) defines intelligent systems as systems that can be characterized by
flexibility, adaptability, memory, learning, temporal dynamics, reasoning, and the ability to
manage uncertain and imprecise information. Accumulating the characteristics of IIS from
research by Crowder, Carbone, and Friess (2020) and (Guerlain, Brown, & Mastrangelo, 2000),
we could summarize the high-level characteristics of successful IIS as:
A. Interactivity: Intelligent systems are part of the digital ecosystems. The digital ecosystem
is an "open, loosely coupled, domain clustered, demand-driven, and self-organizing
environment, where each system is pro-active and responsive " (Boley & Chang, 2007).
An intelligent system should be able to interact with other systems and with humans.
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B. Event Detection: An IIS should be able to identify and communicate important changes
and updates, changes, or any issue that triggers a change in the system (Guerlain et al.,
2000).
C. Communication Skills: the system communicates information in an informative way. This
might involve a specific communication language, such as an information agent's language.
D. Predictive Capabilities: The system can predict and infer the effect of actions on future
performance, which means to predict both the future environmental state in addition to the
change in states caused by different decisions.
E. Adaptation: intelligent systems should adapt the change to the environments and change
inside themselves too. Within change, intelligent systems are adapting, changing, and
aging.
By reviewing the recent trend in Intelligent systems research, we can agree with Pupkov (2019)
and Akerkar (2012) that research in IIS faces numerous challenges. This research will address
specifically these challenges.
● Responsiveness: Interactive intelligent systems often suffer from a basic conflict between
their computationally intensive nature and being responsive to the user (Gerring, Shortliffe,
& van Melle, 1982). Traditional IISs have suffered from poor system responsiveness,
including response time, latency, and false-negative rates (Hizam & Ahmed, 2020).
Responsiveness has several measures other than Latency, such as the awareness to respond
to user requests (Jiang, Chan, Tan, & Chua, 2010). Latency is directly correlated with
responsiveness. The delayed is the response, the less responsiveness in the system (Ho &
Lee, 2007).
● Privacy: Currently, intelligent systems have more accessibility to user information more
than ever before. Thus, IISs become a potential threat to privacy which raises significant
ethical and legal concerns (Michael, Fusco, & Michael, 2008).
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● Interactivity Levels: Although IISs are inherently interactive, IIS interaction levels are
still underdeveloped (Eiband, Buschek, & Hussmann, 2021). There is a prodigious need to
develop and upgrade intelligent interactive technologies for use in IISs (Balaž & Predavec,
2018). According to Human-Computer-Interaction research, designing an IIS should
consider three important issues: user mindsets, user involvement, and knowledge outcome
(Gretzel, 2011). Flexibility always coincides with Interactivity (Yadav & Varadarajan,
2005). So, supporting website flexibility will increase interactivity and consequently better
service quality (Pur, 2017) (Jiang et al., 2010).
● Efficiency: efficiency is assessed as the resources consumed to accomplish the task, the
cost of the e-service, and the quality of the offered service (Hizam & Ahmed, 2020). Most
IISs are resource-exhaustive in terms of computation and resources consumption.
Maintaining efficient computation is a key challenge, especially in limited devices such as
IoTs (L. Zhao, Lu, Zhang, & Chau, 2012).
● Tangibility: is the clear reflectiveness of the resources necessary for providing services to
customers (Pakurár, Haddad, Nagy, Popp, & Oláh, 2019) (Sun, Teh, & Chiu, 2012). The
"Tangibles" are the visible aspects of the service quality to improve customer satisfaction
(Panda & Das, 2014). Tangibility is a primary service quality dimension where the service
representation gives a clear, concrete image of the service (Santos, 2002).

1.2

Motivation for The Research

The intrinsic motivation of the research is addressing the challenges faced by IIS and their impact
on service quality and user satisfaction. The current paradigms offer foreseeable contributions to
solve current IIS challenges. Although DL empowers IIS with noticeable cognitive competencies,
DL is resource exhaustive and cannot solve uncertainty nor resolve conflicts (Akerkar, 2012). On
the other hand, there has been a strong bias towards building intelligent systems over evaluating
them. This is mainly due to a lack of universal measures such as efficiency, complexity, and
interactivity levels (Gretzel, 2011). Instead, intelligent systems are not evaluated at all or evaluated
using subjective qualitative measures. The focus of IISs evaluation is usually on the general aspects
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of information system success, involving measures such as intention to use or actual use and user
satisfaction (DeLone & McLean, 2003).
The lack of proper evaluation metrics has impacted the design of IIS that overlook important
metrics to be considered, and eventually, those overlooked metrics will turn to be the challenges
faced by IISs. For example, a design that does not consider enhancing the response rate will be
suffering a responsiveness issue. The fact that evaluation metrics, especially service quality, differ
according to the problem and goal to be achieved (Margaria & Steffen, 2006).
Information Systems Design Science Research (DSR) addressed emerging AI paradigms such as
IoT, Edge Computing, and intelligent agents (Chatterjee & Armentano, 2015) (Essays, 2018).
These areas are of growing research interest, especially in enhancing the decision-making and
Knowledge management processes (Zhaohao, 2019). However, IS, specially DSR lacks research
in applying DL to IoTs and edge computing specifically. In this research, two different research
problems are addressed; each has its motivation and evaluation metrics. In section 1.3, the detailed
motivation of each problem is provided along with its significance, and the objective is provided
in the next sections.

1.3

Research Objectives

This research aims to overcome several challenges of IIS that impact service quality and user
satisfaction (Ali et al., 2021). The research integrates the cutting-edge paradigms of DL, IoTs,
and Edge computing to IIS from a Design Science (DS) perspective. The new paradigms
overcome limitations of the rule-based logic that proved difficult to adapt to changes in the
environments (Akerkar, 2012). The research proposes two DS artifacts: the first is a multi-criteria
decision-making for real estate based on the degree of damage. The second is a scene-aware
ridesharing monitoring system using optimized deep learning for the Internet of things. However,
each of the proposed research problems is discussed further in detail.
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1.3.1

Overview on The Two IIS Research Problems (RPs)

In this subsection, overviews of the two RPs are presented. For each RP, a later chapter will provide
more details, including research objectives and also a description of how the problem was
addressed, associated results, and performed evaluations. Below we list the titles of the two RPs
1. SAFEMYRIDES: A Scene-Aware Ridesharing Monitoring System Using Deep Learning for
The Internet of Things
2. A Multi-Criteria Decision Making for Real Estate Based on Degree of Damage: Towards
Enhanced Service Quality.
In presenting the overview of each RP, we will briefly describe its associated motivation,
objective, and significance. More details are presented later in the relevant chapters.
1.3.2

SAFEMYRIDES: A Scene-Aware Ridesharing Monitoring System Using Deep
Learning for The Internet of Things

Motivation: Embedding Deep Learning Networks (DLNs) to Internet of Things (IoT) applications
has been a topic or interest (Leminen, Rajahonka, Wendelin, & Westerlund, 2020), Therefore,
many optimization techniques were developed to simplify applying DL to IoTs. Ridesharing
services are successful shared economy applications that contribute to a significant share of the
transportation economy. However, ridesharing still suffers from serious safety and security issues
such as harassment and assaults. Current real-time monitoring systems are costly and complex
requiring continuous connectivity to other servers. In addition, continuous on-the-cloud
monitoring is prone to security risks and violates user's privacy. Advances in deep learning for the
Internet of Things (IoTs) enable regular smartphones (IoTs) to run deep learning models and
provide real-time decision support without network dependency.
Objective: This research presents a scene-aware system for monitoring ridesharing vehicles. The
system uses optimized deep learning models that run locally on smartphones to detect violations
in ridesharing and record violation incidences. The system would enhance customer trust and
safety in ridesharing without violating privacy. The system decreases the cost of cellular internet
connections and video processing.
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Significance: The proposed ridesharing monitoring system would add to the IS design science
knowledge by connecting two emergent yet important paradigms: Edge Computing and DL for
IoT. Moreover, the research provides insights to many industries that aspire to apply DLNs to
sensitive business applications (Shi, Cao, Zhang, Li, & Xu, 2016). The system is efficient in terms
of memory, storage usage, and minimal connection to cellular internet networks. Therefore, the
system would help to prevent hundreds of crimes and violations, especially in developing countries
where computational resources are limited, and high crime rates tend to be higher.
1.3.3

RP2: A Multi-Criteria Decision Making for Real Estate Based on Degree of
Damage: Towards Enhanced Service Quality.

Motivation: Searching for real estate properties is a challenging multi-dimensional problem that
involves diverse econometric, spatial, temporal, and structural dimensions. Currently, electronic
agents such as Zillow and Realtor offer limited spatial filtering for real estate properties, giving
little consideration to semantic filters such as the property's degree of damage or State of
Maintenance (STM). With the advent of Deep Learning for computer vision, the degree of damage
could be detected automatically in real estate images. This research includes the degree of damage
as a novel feature for filtering real estate. The degree of damage is detected automatically from
real estate images using the deep learning network of Mask-RCNN. Images show the condition of
the interior and exterior and indicate damage in different sections of a house (Bin, Gardiner, Li, &
Liu, 2019).
Objective: The research aims to develop a real estate decision support that formulates the real
estate search process as a multi-criteria-decision problem using Analytical Hierarchal Process
(AHP). In addition, the system incorporates the degree of damage as a novel feature for filtering
real estate. The degree of damage is extracted automatically from real estate images using the deep
learning network of Mask-RCNN (Z. Huang, Zhong, Sun, & Huo, 2019). While damages in real
estate images might be hard to allocate, Mask R-CNN can capture the finely detailed objects
precisely.
Significance: The system not only enhances the flexibility of the real estate search process but
also enhances the efficiency and relevancy of the search process and results. Including the degree
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of damage in filtering real estate enhances the service quality tangibility, end-user experience and,
therefore, user satisfaction (Bhardwaj, Di, Hamid, Piramuthu, & Sundaresan, 2018).

1.4

Significance of The Research

This research has a significant impact on society and IS research. Each of the two research adds to
IS body of knowledge as each problem is a DS artifact that integrates different cutting-edge
technologies in a logically coherent way to addresses some areas of IIS challenges. More
importantly, the research adds to the IS environment by realizing important business needs that
are not fulfilled by current methodologies and paradigms. The research considers the challenges
of IISs as design objectives to overcome current system limitations. In tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3
below, we link our two research problems with IIS characteristics, challenges, and research
questions.
Table 1.1 Research Problems & IIS Characteristics
Research Problem (RP)

IIS Characteristics
Int EvD

SAFEMYRIDES: A Scene-Aware Ridesharing Monitoring Ö
System Using Optimized Deep Learning for The Internet of
Things

Ö

CSk

ADP

PrC

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

A Multi-Criteria Decision Making for Real Estate Based on Ö
Degree of Damage: Towards Enhanced Service Quality.
Int: Interactivity;

EvD: Event Detection;

CSk: Communication Skills

ADP:Adaptation;

PrC: Predictive Capabilities
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Table 1.2 Research Problems & IIS Areas
Research Problem (RP)

IIS Areas
EC

DL

IoT

DSS

KM

SAFEMYRIDES: A Scene-Aware Ridesharing Monitoring Ö
System Using Deep Learning for The Internet of Things

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

A Multi-Criteria Decision Making for Real Estate Based on
Degree of Damage: Towards Enhanced Service Quality.

Ö

Ö

Ö

EC: Edge Computing;

DL: Deep Learning;

IoT: Internet of Things

KM: Knowledge Management;

DSS: Decision Support Systems

Table 1.3 Research Problems & IIS Challenges
Research Problem (RP)

IIS Challenges
Rsp

SAFEMYRIDES: A Scene-Aware Ridesharing Ö
Monitoring System Using Optimized Deep Learning
for The Internet of Things
A Multi-Criteria Decision Making for Real Estate Ö
Based on Degree of Damage: Towards Enhanced
Service Quality.
Rsp: Responsiveness;

Prv: Privacy;

IL

Eff

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Tang

Ö

IL: Interactivity Level

Eff: Efficiency;

1.5

Prv

Tang: Tangibility.

Research Questions

Based on the research motivation, objective issues were discussed earlier. We could formulate the
research problem as five important questions. These questions guide the direction and focus of the
research. Since we are developing two systems, the research questions are an aggregation of
research questions of both systems. The link between the research questions and two research
problems is discussed in table 1.4. The research questions are listed below:
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RQ1: How could the introduction of decentralizing control at the IoT level overcome the delay,
overhead, and cost associated with ridesharing monitoring?
RQ2: Does the proposed ridesharing monitoring system outperform the existing solution in terms
of responsiveness and privacy preservation?
RQ3: How could the ridesharing monitoring system improve the quality of ridesharing monitoring
service?
RQ4: How could the use of Multi-Criteria Decision Making enhance the relevancy, efficiency,
and flexibility of the real estate search process?
RQ5: How could introducing the degree of damage feature enhance the user's satisfaction through
enhancing the service quality tangibility and search results relevancy?
These five research questions define the scope of the dissertation. The exploration of these research
questions will be addressed within the context of two related IIS research problems (RPs).
Table 1.4 Research Problems & The Modified RQs
Research Problem (RP)

RQ1

SAFEMYRIDES:
A
Scene-Aware Ö
Ridesharing Monitoring System Using
Optimized Deep Learning for The Internet of
Things
A Multi-Criteria Decision Making for Real
Estate Based on Degree of Damage: Towards
Enhanced Service Quality.

1.6

RQ2

RQ3

Ö

Ö

RQ4

RQ5

Ö

Ö

Conclusion

In summary, this research aims to investigate how the intellectual competencies of current cuttingedge paradigms overcome IISs challenges in terms of enhancing service quality and user
satisfaction. Past IIS were considered task-oriented systems that apply rule-based AI and regular
neural networks. Currently, DL, IoT, Edge Computing (EC) offer a leap in the cognitive
competencies of IIS towards goal-oriented systems. This research offers two DS artifacts as an
application for DL to IIS. The first is A Scene-Aware Ridesharing Monitoring System Using
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Optimized Deep Learning for The Internet of Things. The second is A Multi-Criteria Decision
Making for Real Estate Based on the Degree of Damage.
In the next chapters, chapter two provides a literature review is provided for previous research on
IIS in addition to an overview of AI, DL, IoT, EC, and Service Quality. Chapter 3 will be
addressing the research methodology used in the two research problems. Chapters 4 will give an
overview of techniques used to apply DL for IoTs and edge devices in terms of issues and tradeoffs.
Chapter 5 will provide the proposed SAFEMYRIDES system and the associated results. Chapter
6 will deliberate the use of Mask CNN to detect damage in real estate photos in terms of network
structure and detection algorithms. Chapter 7 will present the proposed A Multi-Criteria Decision
Making for Real Estate Based on Degree of Damage and the associated results. Chapter 8 discusses
the conclusion of the dissertation.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
In the literature review section, we give an overview of Intelligent Information Systems (IIS). The
overview dives into the foundational components of IIS, such as intelligence, cognition, and
Artificial Intelligence (AI), to be able to elaborate on how new paradigms will change the behavior
and structure of IIS. Next, we will provide definitions, characteristics, of IoT and Intelligent agents.
For intelligence, we will elaborate on the difference between traditional symbolic logic. Next, we
provide an overview of AI and develop two different taxonomies of AI algorithms. The first
taxonomy is based on the longitudinal development of AI, and the second one is based on the
foundation logic of AI algorithms. We are going to focus specifically on Deep Learning (DL) as
the most salient AI algorithm to date. Importantly, an overview of Edge Computing, the Internet
of things, is presented. Lastly, an overview of Service Quality is given as the venue to evaluate
IIS. To understand how different topics are intersected, we depicted the relation between different
topics as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Intersection of AI, IIS and Cognitive Computing
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2.1

Intelligence

According to the dictionary, intelligence is the capacity for learning, reasoning, understanding,
and similar forms of mental activity (Mohamadnejad, Gholami, & Ataei, 2012). So, intelligence
is a set of "primary mental abilities". The primary mental abilities are seven according to Thurstone
(1938), which are verbal comprehension, verbal fluency, the numerical computation and
arithmetical reasoning, spatial visualization, inductive reasoning, memory, and perceptual speed.
Cognition means a range of mental processes relating to the acquisition, storage, manipulation,
and retrieval of information (Y. Wang et al., 2012) (Gathercole, 1999). Those primary mental
abilities can be subdivided into two further kinds, "fluid" and "crystallized." Fluid abilities are the
reasoning and problem-solving abilities. Fluid abilities could be measured using tests such as
analogies, classifications, and series completions (Cattell, 1971).
However, current symbolic logic intelligence was found to be limited in cognitive functions. In
addition, traditional IIS is hard to adapt and evolve. To learn how cognition is implemented in the
brain, we must build computational models that can perform cognitive tasks and test such models
with brain and behavioral experiments.

2.2

Artificial Intelligence

According to the dictionary, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the capacity of a computer to perform a
range of operations analogous to learning and decision making in humans. AI is strategically
transforming many IT systems (Daugherty & Wilson, 2018). IIS exhibits its intelligence by
achieving goals in the face of different changing environments (Simon, 1980). Currently, there are
limitations in the current AI technologies (conventional AI technologies) specially in dealing with
dynamic environments because they are providing limited inference, while it is expected that nextgeneration AI could evolve and adapt to change the environment autonomously (Samaa Elnagar
& Weistroffer, 2019). Conventional AI systems can't explain the reasoning process of decision
making, nor how to solve the Blackbox issue, i.e., knowing why decisions are made in a certain
way (Castelvecchi, 2016).
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AI has gained a lot of taxonomies, such as a longitudinal evolution taxonomy (Dartnall, 2013),
based on the timeline of the advancement in AI algorithms, and a taxonomy based on the
algorithmic paradigm (Golstein, 2018) as discussed below.
2.2.1

AI Longitudinal Evolution Taxonomy

There is no agreeable longitudinal evolution taxonomy of AI. However, based on Duan et al. (Duan
et al., 2019) and (Golstein, 2018), the evolution of AI has always been interrupted by the
emergence of breakthrough AI technologies. AI has gone through about four phases of
development. Till 1980, AI was only based on systematic rule-based methods. The second phase
development of AI was from 1980 to 2000. By the emergence of Machine Learning (ML) based
methods (supervised, unsupervised, reinforced learning) and other analogy methods, AI could
perform more sophisticated classification decisions. Some of the salient AI algorithms for this
phase are Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Neural Networks (NN) (Chang & Lin, 2011) .
The third phase from 2000 to 2020 was highlighted by the development of the breakthrough Deep
learning algorithms (unsupervised ML algorithms that have inference abilities) (LeCun et al.,
2015a). AI technologies such as speech recognition and image recognition highlight this
development phase. The fourth phase is still under research which is cognitive AI. The fourth phase
will emerge under cognitive computing and Neuromorphic Engineering development (Soman &
Suri, 2016). The longitudinal evolution taxonomy of AI is presented in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Longitudinal Evolution Taxonomy of AI
Phase

Disruptive Technology

Highlights

Till 1980

Systematic rule-based method

Expert systems (ES). Accounting systems

From 1980 Machine Learning (ML),
to 2000
Bayesian networks, Clustering

Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Neural
Networks (NN) (Chang & Lin, 2011)

from 2000 Deep learning
to 2020

Speech recognition and image recognition
(LeCun et al., 2015a)

Future

cognitive computing,
Neuromorphic Engineering

Cognitive Agents (Soman & Suri, 2016a)
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2.2.2

AI taxonomy based on Algorithmic paradigm.

AI algorithms differ widely in their logic and practice. However, algorithms that follow the same
logic have been clustered to what are called "AI tribes (Domingos, 2015). AI algorithms are
mapped into five tribes based on paradigm classification. Symbolism is a Logic-based approach
where logical reasoning or inverse deduction is used to drive conclusions. Symbolism has been
widely used in traditional AI IIS, such as Knowledge management systems (KMS) and Expert
systems (ES). Connectionism or machine learning such as neural networks and deep learning is
inspired by the mammalian brain. Machine learning is an AI model where the machine is learning
through training, and the machine adjusts its weights through many iterations while propagating
back the error to adjust to the new weights. Connectionism has gained a lot of attention recently
because of the inference capabilities offered by deep learning.
Evolutionism performs search and optimization such as Genetic algorithms and swarm intelligence
that have been used extensively in many IIS in the last decade. The Bayesians are probabilistic
methods that use probabilistic inference to justify prior hypotheses. Interest in Bayesian networks
has been renewed as they are used in autonomous vehicles. Finally, the Analogy-based methods
that perform Clustering of similar groups. Analogy algorithms such as SVM and K-Nearest
Neighbor have been powerful AI algorithms used in many IIS such as KMS, DSS, and ontologies.
Analogies are used basically with Knowledge-based methods since they try to extrapolate from
existing knowledge and previous similar cases. The AI taxonomy based on the algorithmic
paradigm is presented in table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 AI Taxonomy Based on the Algorithmic Paradigm.
Algorithmic
paradigm.

Rationality

Symbolism

Using
inverse Rule-based
deduction from
knowledge
composition

KM-DSS- DM, (Bowonder &
Expert systems Miyake, 1992;
Rekik, Kallel,
Casillas,
&
Alimi, 2018)

Using
Bayesian
probabilistic
networks
inference
to
justify the prior
hypothesis

autonomous
vehicles

(Inductive
Logic
Programming)

Bayesian

Algorithms

IS application

Ref.

(Y. Zhao, Tang,
Darlington,
Austin,
&
Culley, 2008)

Connectionism weight
NN
assignments and
backpropagation DL
of errors

KM-DSS

Analogy
(Clustering)

Data analytics, (Ragini, Anand,
DM, KM
&
Bhaskar,
2018; Yaqoob
et al., 2016;
Recommender
Zantout
&
systems,
Marir, 1999)
phishing
detection,
ontologies

Evolutionary
Algorithms
(EA)

Using
kernel
machines
(supervised
or
unsupervised) to
group
similar
samples)

(Yaqoob et al.,
2016) (Frajberg,
NLP (Sentiment Bernaschina,
analysis, KD)
Marone,
&
Fraternali,
2019)

K-Nearest
Neighbor
(KNN)
Support
Vector
Machines
(SVM)
kernel
machines.

Structuring
Genetic
(mimicking
algorithms
living organisms'
behavior)
Swarm
intelligence
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DSS, Database (Kennedy,
systems
2006;
Lebib,
Drias,
&
DSS,
Mellah, 2017)
Recommender
systems

2.3

Deep Learning

Deep learning has various definitions; one of them is that "Deep learning is a set of algorithms in
machine learning that attempt to learn in multiple levels, corresponding to different levels of
abstraction. It typically uses artificial neural networks, where higher-level concepts are defined
from lower-level ones, and the same lower-level concepts can help to define many higher-level
concepts." (Wikipedia, 2019). Conventional neural network techniques cannot process natural data
in their raw form and require careful engineering to design a feature extractor that transforms the
raw data into a proper representation or feature vector. Only using a feature vector the learning
subsystem, often a classifier could detect or classify patterns in the input (Schmidhuber, 2015)
Deep learning discovers the intricate structure in large data sets to indicate how a machine should
change its internal parameters that are used to compute the representation in each layer from the
representation in the previous layer (Deng & Yu, 2014). A deep-learning architecture is a
multilayer stack of simple modules and many of which compute non-linear input-output mappings.
Each module in the stack transforms its input to increase both the selectivity and the invariance of
the representation (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015a). Deep learning is making major advances in
increasing the inference abilities of machines. Currently, DL can solve problems that have resisted
the best attempts of the artificial intelligence community for many years.
From the above overview, we can conclude that Deep learning converts raw data without
supervision into tacit knowledge. The tacit cognitive knowledge is represented in the weights and
connections between input, hidden, and output layers. The technical tacit refers to the tacit
knowledge used for inferences and classification, also known as the Process knowledge (KnowHow). Although DL requires less domain expertise, explaining and codifying the knowledge in
the learned models is difficult. Therefore, DL knowledge cannot be directly transferred. Otherwise,
we have to move the DLN itself to the device. However, many industries and business sectors are
aspiring to apply DLNs to edge and end devices for the state-of-the-art inference capabilities that
DLN offer (K. Li, Daniels, Liu, Herrero-Vinas, & Georgiou, 2019). A review of the most popular
DL networks is provided.
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Examples of DL models include convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural
networks (CNN). Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are Feed-Forward Networks (FFNNs) or oneway networks between the input layer to the output layer without going backward. Recurrent
Neural networks (RNNs) include connections between passes and connections through time. RNNS
could be an FFNN with a time twist. Connections between nodes in RNNs form a directed graph
as features links from a layer to the previous layers, allowing information to flow back into the
previous parts of the network, allowing more information persistence (Xiaobin Zhang, Chen, &
Huang, 2018).
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a class of deep neural networks that mimics the human
eye cortex in recognizing images and is most commonly applied to analyzing visual imagery. CNN,
unfortunately, cannot detect multiple objects at a time. So, a Regional Convolutional Neural
Network (R-CNN) can force the CNN to focus on a single region at a time. Before using CNN for
classification and bounding box regression, the regions in the R-CNN are resized into equal size
by a selective search algorithm. Therefore, it helps to specify a preferred object (J.-C. Huang,
Huang, & Liu, 2019).

2.4

Internet of Things

According to Leminen et al. (2020) and O’Connor, Rowan, Lynch, and Heavin (2017), the Internet
of Things (IoT) refers to 'smart' devices, often with sensor capability, that are able to collect, share,
and transfer data using the Internet (p. 80). In simple words, IoT is to make everyday objects
“smart” by equipping these “things” with sensors, processors, and wireless communication
capabilities. Smart thermostats and wireless door cameras are a part of the Internet of Things (IoT)
ecosystem. IoT is not only a smart device but also a hugely valuable amount of big data.
Managers are increasingly excited to adopt the Internet of Things (IoT) which allows big data
generated from users to be included in the decision-making processes. The use of IoT might yield
many benefits for organizations specially in the manufacturing and healthcare fields (Boos,
Guenter, Grote, & Kinder, 2013). IoT is important for asset management in organizations because
they provide enough quality data to help asset managers make the right decisions at the right time
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(Brous & Janssen, 2015). For example, IoT can be used to detect traffic jams, and IoT traffic
sensors could help find multiple forms of transportation using location sensors.
The remote connection capability of IoT made it easy for a manager to monitor and control the
performance of sensitive machines from a distance through means of ambient intelligence (Ramos
et al., 2008). IoT adoption also affects the social and phycological aspects of the organizational
structures (Brous & Janssen, 2015), where many tasks performed by people become automated,
while new tasks have emerged, such as data science engineer.
Adoption of IoT in DSS design allows more detailed and accurate predictive analysis, increasing
trust in the asset management process and allowing greater predictability in risk-based decisions
IoT partially increases automation in decision-making due to the greater certainty in IoT
measurement as to when and which action needs to be taken (Lunardi, 2016).

2.5

Service Quality

Intelligent systems are part of the digital ecosystems. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
and IS success model have been used extensively in IIS-related studies. There is a great bias toward
investigating the intentions to use and no enough research on the functional use (Venkatesh &
Davis, 2000). The challenges of IISs discussed earlier could be incorporated under the umbrella of
enhancing service quality. Service Quality (SQ) differs widely based on the type of service, type
of provider, and the type of outcome. There are many service quality models for websites, mobile
applications, and IoTs (Hizam & Ahmed, 2020). Studies found that service quality has three
dimensions (interaction quality, environmental quality, and outcome quality). These dimensions
have significant and positive effects on the accumulative satisfaction (Ali et al., 2021), while only
one dimension of service quality (interaction quality) has a significant and positive effect on
transaction-specific satisfaction (L. Zhao et al., 2012).
(Margaria & Steffen, 2006) proposed a model that posits service quality as a sequence of
components. The quality of the physical service environment (during a service encounter) and the
process-based quality: which refers to the quality of the physical service encounter. The overall
quality is the sum of the quality of the these sequences. Over the years, many researchers have
identified and developed measurement scales to assess the websites (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, &
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Malhotra, 2005). WebQual was built on 12 dimensions consisting of information fit to the task,
interaction, trust, response time, design, intuitiveness, visual appeal, innovativeness, flow,
integrated communication, business process, and substitutability (Loiacono, Watson, & Goodhue,
2002). WebQual TM has concentrated on the operationalization quality and the technical quality
of the websites rather than the service quality provided to customers through the websites.
One of the most important SQ dimensions is the “tangibles” dimension of services, which has
been insufficiently explored and defined. The “tangibles” dimension refers to the firm’s use of
technology that affect the impression gained by the Internet user. Does the site have pictures of
each item shown in detail? Is sufficient information provided on each item? (Sun et al., 2012). For
these reasons, the “tangibles” dimension is hypothesized to be robust in explaining the overall
service quality specially for Internet searchers (Seiler & Reisenwitz, 2010).
For IoT, (Hizam & Ahmed, 2020) proposed the IoT-SERVQUAL model of service quality for the
Internet of Things (IoT) that measures service quality for the Internet of things based on four
dimensions (i.e., Privacy, Functionality, Efficiency, and Tangibility). (E. Y. Huang, Lin, & Fan,
2015) developed M-S-QUAL, a Mobile service quality framework with five factors (contact,
responsiveness, fulfillment, privacy, and efficiency). Jun and Palacios (2016) found that the
accuracy, ease of use, and continuous improvement, are considered the main sources of customer
satisfaction/dissatisfaction in using mobile applications.
Since the dimensions of service quality are variable based on the service type, enhancing one or
more of the dimensions will consequently enhance the overall customer satisfaction and trust, as
shown in Figure 2.2. Selecting only relevant dimensions to a research problem is the key to
enhance the overall SQ and customer satisfaction. The definition of each of the dimensions used
in the research will be given later in the implementation chapters.
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Figure 2.2 Service Quality Dimensions Including Online Websites, Mobile and IoT.

2.6

Summary

We can conclude from the previous literature review that since IIS is the intersection between IS
and AI, as in Figure 2.1, the style of intelligence used in developing IISs defines their
performances. Traditional symbolic logic cannot overcome uncertainty, and it is found to be
limited in providing a wide range of intelligent functions. While DL provides strong inferences
and reasoning capabilities, it is still a Blackbox method, and an exhaustive resource method. So,
DL needs to be optimized before they are used in everyday IoTs applications. Service quality is a
key measure to evaluate and design IIS. SQ differs widely based on the type of service, type of
provider, and the type of customer. So, it is preferable to choose relevant dimensions to a given
problem.
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology
The research methodology is the most important aspect that shapes and guides research studies
(Rubin & Babbie, 2012). Iacono, Brown, and Holtham (2009) defined research methodology as
the efficient use of techniques and procedures in the research design. Research methodology is
used to establish a grounded approach that structures the research study, such as strategy, approach,
research philosophy, and methodology components.
The research methodology can be classified in different ways. The most common and widely used
methods are the qualitative and quantitative approaches (Kothari, 2004). Moreover, selecting the
research methodology is usually a multifaceted multidimensional process that uses mixed
instruments. However, selecting the appropriate IS research methodology is not an easy task
because researchers have to consider the aims of the research, theories, evaluation, and
technologies (Al Kilani & Kobziev, 2016). In the following sections, we will present different
classifications of research methodologies.

3.1

Classification of Research Methodology Based on Objective

The most popular classification of research methodologies is classifying research based on the
objective: Design Science Research (DSR) or Behavioral Science (BS) (A. Hevner, S. T. March,
J. Park, & S. Ram, 2004). According to Hevner (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010), BS seeks to develop
and justify theories that explain or predict the analysis, design, implementation, and use of
information systems. These theories are affected by design decisions, while DS aims to build
artifacts, such as methods, constructs, models, and instantiations. In this research, we are building
two DS artifacts.

3.2

Classification of Research Methodology Based on Analysis

This classification is widely adopted across most sciences: qualitative research versus quantitative
research. Qualitative research methods often rely on informative or critical social sciences to help
researchers study social and cultural phenomena (Crabtree & Miller, 1992). The qualitative
approach provides explanations to explore a particular phenomenon and build theories through
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data collection and analysis, shifting the philosophical assumptions to appropriate research design
and data techniques. Qualitative research has been used widely in IS using ethnography, action
research, case research, interpretive studies, and examination of documents and texts (Palvia, Mao,
Salam, & Soliman, 2003). The quantitative research uses statistical analysis methods to answer
questions such as "how many?", "How often?" or "to what extent?" (Newman, Benz, & Ridenour,
1998).

3.3

Classification of Research Methodology Based on Philosophy

There are many popular research philosophies such as Positivism, Interpretivism, Empiricism,
Realism, Relativism (Demetis & Lee, 2016). Most behavioral science research in IS following
Interpretivism or Positivism (Kuhn, 1970). However, each philosophy has its limitations that lead
to adopting new philosophies such as Critical Realism (Carlsson, 2006).

3.4

Approaching Research Design

The central focus of this research is to build two IIS that apply current AI paradigms and
investigate how these paradigms can overcome some challenges and enhance service quality. The
two IIS are design science artifacts, but they differ in orientation, technologies, and output. The
first research aims to develop a scene-aware ridesharing monitoring system. The second research
aims to enhance the real estate search process and introduce a new degree of damage filter. Thus,
the design science research methodology and outputs used in the two research are different, and
we have a distinct methodological design in conducting each research.

3.5

Selected Research Methodology

As discussed earlier, the research methodology has many orientations based on the nature of the
problem addressed. The two systems are considered design science artifacts according to IS DSR.
The DS paradigm seeks to extend the boundaries of human and organizational capabilities by
creating new and innovative artifacts (A. R. Hevner, S. T. March, J. Park, & S. Ram, 2004).
However, the design methods used in each problem differ widely in terms of the type of DSR
artifact produced. So, both problems share similar DSR principles but differ in the output type,
philosophy, instruments, and evaluation. In the following section, we will be discussing every
aspect in detail.
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3.6

Design Science Research Methodology

The science of design, as theorized by Simon (1969), is a study of the "systematic creation of
knowledge about and with design (pg. 441). The determinative objective of DSR is the design of
novel artifacts. The DSR artifact contribution in this role corresponds to Simon's (1996) inner (or
interior) environment of the artifact. Essential research activity in a DSR project is the reflection,
learning, and design theorizing around the development of artifacts. The project captures
prescriptive design knowledge from the DSR design cycles and the introduction of the artifact into
the problem space of the project. The developed knowledge can be represented in multiple formats
as knowledge for technology, action, integration, or process.
3.6.1

Scope of Design

The scope of the design could be either on a local or an abstract level. The design of a local-level
artifact created for a specific context will be through a combination of action and design research
(Sein, Henfridsson, Purao, Rossi, & Lindgren, 2011). Then, researchers address its generalizability
beyond the singular local context. The design of abstract-level artifacts is defined for a welldefined class of contexts. Then, researchers guide how to instantiate and customize the abstract
artifact to specific contexts (Gregor & Jones, 2007). For designing abstract artifacts, researchers'
informing challenges are more numerous. The researchers need to convincingly demonstrate the
artifact's potential utility (its conceptual relevance) (Kinsner, 2009). However, the artifacts need
to be customized to every organization to align with the organization's strategy and culture.
We consider the decomposition of the artifacts to small connected artifacts as the pathway towards
a potentially creative design process. Decomposition is driven by a collaboration between design
analysis and research through design. The first research is a ridesharing monitoring system, and
the scope of the design is abstract. That's means that the system is not designed for a certain
ridesharing agent. Rather the system is designed to monitor a basic function in any ridesharing
company. The system is decomposed into two sub-artifacts. The first is the full-size trained DL
network that can detect violations in ridesharing. The second is the smartphone application that
applies the DL network to monitor ridesharing sessions.
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The second system aims to enhance the search process for any real estate website. The system is
built upon the basic search tools found in most real estate agents. So, the research design is also
abstract that aims to be applied to most real estate websites. The system is decomposed into three
sub-artifacts. The first is a trained DL network that can detect damage in real estate images. The
second is the MCDM algorithm, and the third is the real estate search system that combines the
two other artifacts.
3.6.2

Relevance

Nicolai and Seidl (2010) characterize three types of relevance in management research outcomes:
Conceptual, Instrumental, Legitimate. Instrumental relevance simply verifies if the technical
instruments used in the research are relevant to solve the research problem. Conceptual relevance
is the most popular type of relevance. The artifact can only realize its actual utility after the
respective audiences decide in favor of its adoption for a specific context, based on its perceived
conceptual relevance. A. R. Hevner et al. (2004) associated relevance with the perceived utility
"The relevance of any design-science research effort concerns a constituent community" pg 85.
Scientific knowledge can also serve as a means of credentialing specific knowledge domains.
However, the actual utility is part of the evaluation of the proposed artifact. Users of DS artifacts
will decide the relevance of the artifacts in enhancing the creation of innovative ideas.
During the design phase, we choose Instrumental Relevance. In the ridesharing monitoring system,
the drivers' smartphones are the main devices in ridesharing sessions. The designed system utilizes
the cameras of the driver's smartphone. Moreover, the trained deep learning model to detect
violation are compressed and optimized to run on the limited computational power of smartphones.
In the second research, the choice of MASK-RCNN was relevant to the nature of damage detection
where damage needs to be specially allocated and evaluated. Moreover, since the real-estate search
involves many criteria of preference, choosing AHP for MCDM is a relevant choice because AHP
is simple and intuitive and lets the user specify criteria of preference easily.
3.6.3

Theories

(Hart & Gregor, 2010) distinguished five interrelated types of theory: (1) theory for analyzing, (2)
theory for explaining, (3) theory for predicting, (4) theory for explaining and predicting, and (5)
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theory for design and action. Another popular taxonomy of theory developed by Iivari (1990) who
defined three levels of theories in IS: (1) at the conceptual level, at which the objects of inquiry
are defined (2) a descriptive level, at which the explanatory conjectures and hypotheses are
generated and tested; and (3) a prescriptive level, at which methods for constructing systems are
put forward, with recommendations for their practical use.
However, the role of theory in design science has gained a lot of debate. We agree on the
importance of theory in designing DS artifacts. Still, we disagree with limiting the design to a
confined theoretical perspective, trying to fit the design to a certain theory, or trying to fit the
theory into the design. Otherwise, a theory is not a rigid formation but a malleable architecture that
changes according to design settings and outputs. Studies have found that kernel theories are at
such a high level of abstraction that their relationship to design is difficult to discern. Therefore,
we are following the view of (Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2012), where theory is not only a design
input but a design output along with the artifact itself.
A design science artifact produces mid-range theories that both describe and prescribe the kernel
theory in the context of the design science artifact. Mid-range theories are defined as "Theories
that lie between the minor but necessary working hypotheses that evolve in abundance during dayto-day research and the all-inclusive systematic efforts to develop a unified theory" (Merton &
Merton, 1968). According to Kuechler and Vaishnavi (2012), The mid-range theories are divided
into directive-prescriptive theory (ISDT) and explanatory-predictive theory (DREPT). An ISDT is
a set of prescriptive statements describing how a class of artifacts should behave (metarequirements).
Kernel theories are used in the design product and design process to suggest either the meta
requirements or the construction process (Arnott, 2006), while DREPT captures a different sort of
design-related knowledge. DREPT is considered the translation of highly abstract constructs from
natural, social, or design sciences fields to the realm of artifact-achievable effects. DREPT could
be summarized as:
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1.

A type II-IV (explanatory/predictive) theory, according to Gregor (2006) typology.

2. They were derived from an abstract kernel theory that was initiated in a non-design science
domain.
3. In DREPT, the kernel or tacit theory has been translated into the technology domain.
In other words, DREPT maps kernel theory (technology-free theory) to a design-related mid-range
theory that can explain why a designed technological artifact. So, the design of the cognitive
ideation framework accommodates both a priori theorizing and a reflective after-development
theory. We believe that kernel theories are useful for guiding and explaining the framework's
design and giving it a more solid grounding in design science. Still, theories are not fully developed
until the framework is built and evaluated. That aligns with Kuechler and Vaishnavi (2012)
assumption that every fragment of knowledge is situation-based and cannot be predicted from
theoretical considerations in advance. The knowledge is a part of a working design to clarify the
implications of the theory in a given circumstance.
In the design of the ridesharing monitoring system and the real estate MCDM system, we build
the conceptual frameworks as a summary of the gap in the literature. The conceptual frameworks
act as initial mid-range theories that shed light on the guidelines for designing the artifact.
3.6.4

Evaluation

Aken (2004) suggests that the evaluation activities could be designated as 'experimental
production' and 'experimental control' (Bhaskar, 1998). IS evaluation approaches have
traditionally paid limited attention to the designed and developed system after its deployment or
initial implementation. Both research problems will be evaluated based on how they could enhance
service quality (SQ), as discussed in section 2.6. However, the SQ dimensions evaluated in each
research problem are selected based on the relevancy of the dimensions to the research problem
itself. The implication of this method is to build multiple theories from each artifact. However, the
first research is evaluated using instantiations and controlled experiments. The second research is
evaluated using instantiations and illustrative examples. A detailed plan of the evaluation process
is discussed in chapters four and five.
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3.6.5

Design as a Search Process

According to (A. R. Hevner et al., 2004), the DSR process entails exploiting different methods to
reach the desired output while fulfilling theories in the problem environment. Similarly, the design
of IIS artifacts is accomplished by searching for the best methods that can solve the problems.
Both of the designed systems selected the technical methods based on how they can overcome the
limitations of methods used in the literature review.
3.6.6

Rigor

Rigor is achieved by appropriately applying existing foundations and methodologies. In the
ridesharing monitoring system, we used the methodology of optimizing DL networks in order to
minimize the size and weights of the DL network to fit the computational limitations of IoTs. The
algorithms used for DL compression and quantization are discussed further in chapter four. In the
real estate MCDM system, we used the methodology of preference elicitation to help users define
their criteria of preference, including the novel criterion "degree of damage." Further details are in
chapter five. The summary of the DSR research activities of the two proposed systems are
guidelines is summarized in table 3.1:
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Table 3.1 DSR Guidelines-Based Activities of This Research.
Ridesharing Monitoring System

Real Estate MCDM System

Description

Develop a monitoring system for Develop a real estate search system
ridesharing

Role to IIS

Applying new IIS paradigms

Applying new IIS paradigms

DSR output

Instantiation

Framework

Design theory Research Problem-based
hermeneutics

Research Problem-based hermeneutics

Design
instruments

DL networks. Edge computing, IoT, DL
networks,
Android
development

MCDM,

web

Evaluation

Prototype, Instantiation

Instantiation, Illustrative Examples

Research
Rigor

The framework is based on the clear
gap in the literature that calls for
privacy preservation and secure
rideshare session

The framework is based on a clear gap
in the literature that calls for an
enhanced real estate search process in
terms of flexibility, relevancy, and
efficiency

Research
Relevance

Using
Instrumental
relevance Using Instrumental relevance through
through
choosing
technical choosing
technical
instruments
instruments relevant to solve the relevant to solve the research problem
research problem

Design as a Searching for the best instruments or Searching for the best instruments or
Search
the best DL optimization method for MCDM algorithm to solve the research
Process
trained DL that detected violations
problem
Research
the system would help prevent
Contributions hundreds of crimes and violations,
especially in developing countries
where computational resources are
limited, and high crime rates tend to
be higher.
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The system enhances the interactivity
of the real estate filtering process and
enhances the relevancy of the search
results. Including the degree of damage
in filtering real estate enhances enduser experience and, therefore, user
satisfaction.

Chapter 4 SAFEMYRIDES: A Scene-Aware Ridesharing Monitoring
System Using Optimized Deep Learning for The Internet of Things
4.1

Introduction

Ridesharing services have gained increasing popularity in the last decade, becoming the first
choice of private transportation in many countries (Levinger, Hazon, & Azaria, 2020). Safety is
still a significant concern to address in ridesharing (Feeney, 2015). There have been reports of
harassment, assault of passengers and drivers on these rides (Eisenmeier, 2019; Garcia & O'Brien,
2019). However, no strict measures are taken due to challenges imposed on the driver, vehicle,
and road infrastructures (Chaudhry, El-Amine, & Shakshuki, 2018).
While ridesharing has reduced alcohol-related fatalities and diverts some drinking groups away
from using a designated driver strategy (Miller et al., 2020; Weber, 2019), people under the
influence are prone to many harassment and theft crimes (Dills & Mulholland, 2018). Some
countries in Europe and the developing parts of the world report ridesharing to be comparatively
unsafe (Chaudhry et al., 2018). This suggests the dire need of having safety measures to protect
both the driver and the passenger (Hong, 2017).
The broad research problem is addressing the safety concerns in ridesharing through monitoring
ridesharing sessions. Satisfaction of ridesharing users is driven by service quality, perceived
usefulness, trust, and safety (Arteaga-Sánchez, Belda-Ruiz, Ros-Galvez, & Rosa-Garcia, 2020;
Aw, Basha, Ng, & Sambasivan, 2019). According to Ulrich Beck's concept of risk society (Beck,
Lash, & Wynne, 1992), surveillance risk are mitigated by safety avails offered. Therefore, using
monitoring systems in ridesharing would enhance safety and consequently increase user
satisfaction. However, there are many challenges to implementing ridesharing monitoring.
From the social and governance aspects, recording the entire rideshare session violates the
passenger's privacy (Anderson, 2016; Z. Lee, Chan, Balaji, & Chong, 2016). Technical challenges
include storing and processing ridesharing monitoring sessions, in addition to overcoming latency
in detecting violations. Moreover, cellular communication in developing countries, where crime
rates are higher, is limited (Dillahunt, Kameswaran, Li, & Rosenblat, 2017). On the one hand, one
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research direction aims at enhancing the automatic processing of surveillance videos on the cloud
by enhancing the network connection using 5G technologies, vehicular communications
applications, and smart cities infrastructure for media processing (Guevara & Auat Cheein, 2020).
However, smart cities' infrastructures adopt a centralized decision-making approach through
shared computational resources or edge units, raising many privacy and security concerns (E.-K.
Lee, Gerla, Pau, Lee, & Lim, 2016).
Edge computing solutions move the processing of the ridesharing monitoring to nearby edge units.
In attempts to solve the latency and cloud dependency issues, edge computing-based monitoring
solutions focused on increasing the transmission bandwidth, optimizing workloads, and increasing
the number of edge processing nodes (T. Wang, 2020). However, these solutions not only
necessitate costly special infrastructure but also impose latency risks. In high traffic, the latency
issue would be doubled due to the increased processing workload dedicated to each edge unit
(Meshram, Choudhary, & Velaga, 2020; Xingzhou Zhang, Wang, Lu, Liu, & Shi, 2019).
Therefore, edge computing-based solutions partially solve the security issues, but the privacy,
latency, and network dependency issues are not entirely solved.
Even though studies have emphasized the increasing significance of monitoring ridesharing
sessions (Almoqbel & Wohn, 2019), little research has focused on moving the monitoring
decisions to end devices (smartphones). Furthermore, minimal research focused on decentralizing
decisions through the combination of optimized deep learning (DL) models and IoT (Samaa
Elnagar & Thomas, 2020). Decentralizing control and federating the computation process at the
IoT level will minimize security and latency risks that emerge from transferring data to other
computation nodes. In addition, decentralizing decisions will ensure privacy where ridesharing
monitoring will be constrained on a single local device (Y. Li & Taeihagh).
Recently, smartphones' specifications as the Internet of Things (IoT), are continuously enhanced
while the cost is fairly decreasing (El Khaddar & Boulmalf, 2017). The enhancements in the
computational resource of smartphones inspired applying deep learning for end devices (Samaa
Elnagar & Osei-Bryson, 2020). Optimized deep learning models could run on the limited
processing units, batteries, and memory to provide stand-alone decision-making and recognition
tasks (Samaa Elnagar & Thomas, 2020).
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This research aims to bridge the gap between ensuring safety, privacy, and security in ridesharing
monitoring without network dependency, costly infrastructure, or sacrificing latency. The research
introduces a local scene-aware monitoring system for ridesharing services using smartphones. The
system detects only violation incidences instead of recording the entire rideshare session to ensure
passenger privacy. The system applies state-of-the-art deep learning optimized models to regular
smartphone devices to detect ridesharing violations.
Unlike existing research on ridesharing monitoring, the proposed system doesn't depend on
continuous internet connection or cloud/edge processing. Moreover, the proposed system
decentralizes control and moves the computation and the decision-making to the end device level
to decrease latency and the cost of detecting violations. To ensure security, the system encrypts
the detected violations before submitting them to ridesharing agents. Encryption will avoid
security risks in transferring such confidential data to the cloud or edge nodes. The implementation
of the system exhibits superior predictive performance and allows the identification of violation
incidence at run time with the least detection latency among current solutions.
The research aims to solve the safety and privacy risks associated with ridesharing by detecting
the violations of the common ridesharing code of conduct. The system is motivated by the lack of
real-time monitoring systems in ridesharing, the high cost (connectivity cost, processing cost), and
the preach of privacy of the current solutions (continuous monitoring of passengers). The system
would enhance customer satisfaction and the quality of the ridesharing applications by ensuring
safety, privacy, and security. The system also could be applied in developing countries where high
computational resources and mobile internet connection are limited. Based on the goals discussed
above, we pose three research questions (RQ) that frame the research:
1. How could the introduction of decentralizing control at the IoT level overcome the delay,
overhead, and cost associated with ridesharing monitoring?
2. Does the proposed system outperform the existing solution in terms of responsiveness and
privacy preservation?
3. How could the proposed system improve the quality of ridesharing monitoring service?
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In the following sections, we review prior research on ridesharing monitoring. Then, an overview
of ridesharing violations, followed by the methodology and description of the proposed system.
The architecture of the system is described and evaluated experimentally and using illustrative
scenarios. Finally, future work and limitations are provided.

4.2

Literature Review

4.2.1

Ridesharing Issues

Monitoring ridesharing sessions has been a controversial issue. Y. S. Lee (2018) conducted a study
on Lateral Surveillance in Singapore. They found that contrary to the belief that individuals are
always skeptical of surveillance, the respondents, on average, reported a positive perception of
both top-down and lateral surveillance. They also found that an individual's appraisal of a
surveillance system is directly related to the amount of risk the surveillance system mitigates for
them.
Z. Lee et al. (2016) propose a benefit-cost framework that mainly focuses on the privacy and
security risks to explain the deterrents for active participation in the sharing economy. However,
earlier studies pay little attention to broader concerns such as the safety of passengers, which cause
consumers to not participate in sharing economy services (Hong, 2017). (Cheng, Bao, Zarifis, &
Mou, 2019) developed a model of consumer trust in ridesharing platforms from the perspective of
psychological contract violation (PCV) and subsequent service recovery efforts of these platforms.
The study investigates how the type and magnitude of the violation moderate the relationship
between psychological contract violation (PCV) and consumer trust in the ridesharing platforms.
4.2.2

Previous Ridesharing Monitoring Systems

Previous ridesharing monitoring systems include the Safe-Share Ride system developed by L. Liu,
Zhang, Qiao, and Shi (2018). The system can detect violations happening in the vehicle by
detecting a predefined list of seeking help phrases. The system uses speech recognition for verbal
help detection. Then, the system starts recording videos and analyze them on the nearest
computational points. However, depending on the seeking help phrases for violation detection is
not typical in most cases, especially for passengers under influence. (Gupta, Buriro, & Crispo,
2019) introduced Driver-Auth, a multi-modal biometric-based authentication for drivers' identity.
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The system utilizes three biometric modalities, i.e., swipe, text-independent voice, and face, to
verify the identity of registered drivers. However, the research didn't address the detection of
violations.
Most current research is dedicated to improving the latency and accuracy of video processing on
the cloud or edge computational units. Video Analytics in Public Safety (VAPS) is one of the most
successful edge computing applications (X. Zhang et al., 2019). But due to the high real-time
requirements and communication overhead, it is hard to implement VAPS at scale or in developing
countries. (Ma et al., 2017) designed an efficient caching strategy based on the measurement
insights to cash videos to be efficiently transferred and processed.
(Long, Cao, Jiang, & Zhang, 2017) developed a cooperative video processing scheme using an
edge computing framework to enable cooperative processing on resource-abundant mobile devices
for delay-sensitive multimedia IoT tasks. In the research, several edge nodes cooperate for
enhanced video task preprocessing performance. (Yi et al., 2017) presents the LAVEA system, an
edge computing platform, which offloads computation between clients and edge nodes, and
collaborates with nearby edge nodes. The research aims to provide low-latency video analytics at
places closer to the users to minimize the response time.
(L. Wang, Zhang, Li, Zhong, & Shi, 2019) designed MobileEdge, a three-task offloading system
that shares computing tasks to nearby on-road computational units. The system target achieving
optimal task scheduling for collaborative computing. The system used Tensorflow lite that is used
in our research. The results show that MobileEdge significantly reduces the application response
latency. However, on-road computational units exist only in certain areas in developed countries,
Moreover, collaborative computing with other computational units is prone to serious security
threats and privacy violations.
(Ran, Chen, Zhu, Liu, & Chen, 2018) developed DeepDecision, a mobile deep learning framework
for edge video analytics. The framework ties together computationally weak front-end devices
with more powerful back-end helpers to allow deep learning to choose local or remote execution
and determine an optimal offload strategy. However, sharing computation imposes security and
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privacy violations. In addition, the system assumes a well-defined shared computation
infrastructure.
(R. Kumar, Mukherjee, & Singh, 2017) used smartphones for monitoring roads through sensing
the road surface and conditions from a moving vehicle using fuzzy logic-based road surface
roughness classification. The system collects accelerations of users; processes the information and
communication them to a central server. Then, a georeferenced database is updated based on
collected information and visualization on Google® maps. However, the research addressed road
safety rather than the safety of shared rides or the interaction between passengers and drivers. To
obtain a broader picture of the current status of ridesharing monitoring, Table 4.1 provides a
comparison between previous systems and the proposed system in terms of methodology and
service quality issues.
Table 4.1 A Comparison Between Pervious Systems and The Proposed System in Terms of
Methodology and Service Quality Issues.
Research

Methodology

(R. Kumar et al., Fuzzy
2017)

based

(Ran et al., 2018)

Mobile

Computation level

Latency

Privacy

Safety

-

-

yes

remote yes

-

-

on-road yes

-

-

-

-

-

yes

logic- Central Server
deep Local

learning,

or

execution

(L. Wang, Zhang, Collaborative

Nearby

Li, Zhong, & Shi, computing,
2019
Tensorflow lite

units

(Long et al., 2017), Edge

Nearby edge nodes, yes

(Yi et al., 2017), (X. computing
Zhang et al., 2019)

or Shared IoT

L. Liu et al. (2018)

At

Speech

IoT

(speech yes

recognition for recognition),
verbal

help unit (video)

detection
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edge

Proposed system

Tensorflow

At

the yes

yes

yes

lite, Optimized IoT(smartphone)
deep learning

level

Thus, the gap in literature could be summarized that many studies have confirmed the safety risks
and the lack of trust in ridesharing (Cheng et al., 2019; Z. Lee et al., 2016). However, few solutions
were offered to solve these issues. Also, current ridesharing monitoring solutions are oriented
towards optimizing the video processing on the cloud or nearby edge nodes. Another line of
research is dedicated to the processing of surveillance media using edge analytics where multiple
edge computational units are collaborating to decrease the latency of media processing. On the
other hand, ridesharing monitoring solutions, that share the computation with on-road units, are
violating the privacy and security of passengers/ driver data (Cheng, Su, Luo, Benitez, & Cai,
2021). Building on the road computation units also requires costly infrastructure that is hard to be
implemented in developing countries and rural areas. Finally, none of the current ridesharing
monitoring systems are trying to move computation locally to the IoT level to decrease network
reliance and ensure privacy. The proposed system emphasizes the privacy of customers/ drivers
and shares information only in case of detected violations.
4.2.3

Violations in Ridesharing

According to most ridesharing companies, there is an agreeable code of conduct to be followed by
both passengers and drivers. A common code of conduct includes (Armant & Brown, 2020; BILL):
Avoid sitting next to the driver on the passenger seat. Avoiding any physical interaction with the
driver. Physical interaction with the driver includes violent actions, seductions, and arguments.
Moreover, the driver cannot sit next to the passenger in the back seats (Macmurdo, 2015). A Driver
must wear a seatbelt all the time. The code of conduct also illegalizes the use and hold of weapons
during ridesharing sessions. In addition, the code of conduct condemns any sexual conduct
between the driver and passenger (Lyft, 2019). In the design of the ridesharing monitoring system,
we trained the system's deep learning model to detect these types of violations.
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4.3

Conceptual Framework

service quality models help to manage the system capabilities and its resources to provide the clear
visibility and usability of the services to the consumers. Many service quality models addressed
the evaluation of mobile apps and electronic websites. (Sharma & Lijuan, 2015) found that
information quality and online service quality were the key determinants for user satisfaction and
sustainability of electronic systems. The basic E-S-QUAL scale comprises 22 items in four factors:
efficiency, fulfillment, system availability, and privacy (Parasuraman et al., 2005). (E. Y. Huang et
al., 2015) developed M-S-QUAL, a Mobile service quality framework with five factors (contact,
responsiveness, fulfillment, privacy, and efficiency). Jun and Palacios (2016) found that accuracy,
ease of use, and continuous improvement, as the main sources of customer satisfaction or
dissatisfaction in using mobile applications.
Hizam and Ahmed (2020) and (M. Singh & Baranwal, 2018) proposed Quality of service (QoS)
models for IoT. Computing, Communication and Things are three pillars of IoT. So, enhance the
QoS of each pillar is a possible way to enhance the QoS of IoT (M. Singh & Baranwal, 2018).
QoS of Communication has the most significant threats on IoT service quality. Problems in the
network connection are the time, cost of network, availability, and security as shown in figure 4.1
a. These are issues emerge basically from the continuous reliance on network communication.
Network communication in is used for transporting real time data to be processed on the cloud or
nearby edge units. QoS of Computing aims to enhance the responsiveness, security and privacy of
data processing. QoS of things aims to optimize resources consumption and enhance the efficiency
and the accuracy of the IoTs. As shown in Figure 4.1, we can find that privacy, responsiveness and
security are shared through more than one pillar of the IoT service quality, raising concerns about
the significance of continuous communication on the service quality of ridesharing monitoring.
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Figure 4.1 a: Quality of Service Issues for Using IoT in Ridesharing Monitoring
Reflecting on the ridesharing monitoring issues discussed in the literature section, we could
emphasize that the lack of privacy, safety, and late system response are the issues that affected
customer satisfaction and trust.
Most of current research focus on enhancing the issues related to QoS without solving the main
root of these issues which is data processing on the cloud or edge units. Our approach is to move
data processing to the IoT itself, so network communication is limited to reporting purposes. In
other words, the monitoring process is performed on the IoT level and the system only use network
connection to report violations to ridesharing agents. Moreover, many researches avoided moving
computation to the IoT level because of the limited computational resources of IoT. Therefore,
ensuring system efficiency in terms of battery, memory, and storage consumption is crucial. This
approach will be enhancing the service quality in terms of privacy, accuracy, efficiency, and
responsiveness, as key factors to enhance ridesharing monitoring service quality and hence
customer satisfaction and trust. Each service quality measure is discussed below in detail.
Privacy: gauges the degree to which the application protects customer information. Privacy
implies when a business keeps the client data secure and only with their consent, disseminate it to
other business activities (Hizam & Ahmed, 2020). Surveillance has been connected with many
issues such as Data capitalism. Preach of privacy (West, 2019). Since mobile devices are accessible
to sensitive information including biometric features, privacy has been an essential factor in
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assessing electronic applications (Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2003; Zeithaml, Parasuraman, &
Malhotra, 2002). In the proposed system, the passenger/driver won't be recorded unless a violation
incidence is detected. Moreover, recorded media (photos or videos) will be encrypted before they
are saved.
Efficiency: measures the resources and ease with which a system is accessed and used (Zeithaml
et al., 2002). The efficiency dimension in the proposed system aims to consume fewer resources
by applying DL optimization techniques to the violation detection network. For example: the
quantization of DL networks improves the overall efficiency in several ways. It saves the
maximum possible memory used in the inference process. The Compression of DL networks is
decreasing the size of the network to few megabytes, makes it efficient to be used in low storage
devices (Jacob et al., 2018). Moreover, efficiency will be evaluated by the resources consumed
such as memory, storage, and power consumed.
Responsiveness: is one of the most important service quality dimensions for human-computerinteraction (HCI) (Ho & Lee, 2007). Responsiveness is how the system delivers the results of an
operation to users in a timely and organized manner. Latency is directly correlated with
responsiveness, the delayed is the response, the less responsiveness in the system. Therefore, the
proposed system will be evaluating the average latency to detect a violation.
Accuracy: there are different definitions of accuracy. In the context of this research, accuracy is
defined as the ability of the system to detect violations correctly out of all violation incidences.
The confusion matrix of precision and recall is also a principal part of calculating accuracy.

4.4

Methodology

In this research, we follow the design science approach (A. R. Hevner et al., 2004). The
ridesharing monitoring system is considered a design science artifact of type framework (Peffers,
Rothenberger, Tuunanen, & Vaezi, 2012). The artifact is implemented to show functionality. The
system is evaluated as instantiation using synthetic or real-world situations to evaluate the
detection accuracy, latency, privacy, and consumed resources. So, the evaluation is performed
using controlled experiments or the study of the artifact in a controlled environment for qualities.
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Next, an overview of Mobile Net Single Shot Detector Network (Mobile SSD) and different deep
learning networks optimization methods is given.
4.4.1

Mobile Net Single Shot Detector Network

In Mobile Single Shot Detector (Mobile SSD), the core layers are built on depth-wise separable
filters. The SSD approach is based on a feed-forward convolutional network that produces a fixedsize collection of bounding boxes and scores for the presence of object class instances in those
boxes. SSD is designed to be independent of the base network, and so it can run on top of any base
network such as VGG, YOLO, MobileNet (W. Liu et al., 2016). The Mobile SSD is composed of
two components:
1. The first component extracts feature maps where features are represented in a hierarchal format
with incrementing level of granularity from fine to course getting in-depth in the network.
2. the second applies a convolution filter to detect objects, where each object is compared to other
objects' feature maps and matched with the closed object.
Mobile SSD takes one single shot to detect multiple objects within the image, while regional
proposal network (RPN) based approaches such as the R-CNN series need two shots, one for
generating region proposals, and one for detecting the object of each proposal. Thus, SSD is much
faster than two-shot RPN-based approaches (Chiu, Tsai, Ruan, Shen, & Lee, 2020).
4.4.2

Deep Learning Networks Optimization

DL models are known for their computational cost and complexity, so they are mostly run on
servers on the cloud (J. Wu et al., 2018). On the other hand, end devices (e.g., smart sensors) and
edge devices (e.g., routers) are often battery-powered, have limited memory, processing, and
energy resources to store and process data. Applying DL models to IoT is challenging; DLNs have
to be optimized and compressed to fit IoTs limited computational sources. In addition, the
optimization of the IoTs themselves is also necessary in terms of memory and hardware
optimization (Synced, 2017).
Compression is one of the main optimization techniques that aim to reduce the massive size of DL
networks. One of the popular compression methods is the Pruning technique that eliminates the
connections between neurons to directly reduce the feature map width and shrink the network size.
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Quantization is another optimization technique that aims at compacting the number of bits required
to store the DLN weights, usually from 64 bit to 8 bits (Han, Mao, & Dally, 2015).

4.5

System Design

The proposed system is an on-site decision support system for monitoring ridesharing vehicles,
where the driver's smartphone can detect the violation and decides the proper action. We trained a
Mobile SSD network to detect violation incidences. Then, the trained Mobile SSD is optimized to
be deployed to smartphones. The design of the proposed system is shown in Figure 4.1 and the
components of the system are discussed below in detail.

Figure 4.1: Decision Support System for Monitoring Ridesharing Vehicles.

4.5.1

Optimized Deep Learning (DL) Model

Usually, Deep learning models (DLMs) consist of many connected layers resulting in millions of
parameters and weight. So, running DLMs tends to be a resource-intensive process in terms of
energy consumption and memory accesses and hardware accelerators. To apply a DLM to IoTs
and small devices such as smartphones, DLMs must be compressed and quantized. Also, the DLM
running on IoTs are read-only means that these compressed models cannot be retrained or edited.
The DLM is quantized where parameters are represented in 8 bits instead of 32 bits to accelerate
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the inference process. The DLM will have a post-training quantization which is the most
commonly used form of quantization. In this approach, quantization takes place only after the
model has finished training. Moreover, the network is compressed to be 10x less in size of the
trained network following the method presented by (P. Singh, Manikandan, Matiyali, &
Namboodiri, 2019).
4.5.2

The Ridesharing Smart Phone

Recently smartphones' specifications are enhancing rapidly at a very reasonable cost. The average
processing power of most smartphones currently could host an optimized DLM and run inference
smoothly. In order for the system to run smoothly, the smartphone should have a minimum RAM
(not less than 4GB) and an acceptable resolution camera according to TensorFlow Guide1.
4.5.3

Decision Support System (DSS)

The DSS is built inside the smartphone. It is responsible for taking action in case of detected
violation. If a violation is detected, a warning is voiced to passengers/drivers. If violations continue
to be detected, the DSS will record the incidence, encrypt and save the incidence in a hidden folder
in the ridesharing. Then, the incidence is reported to the ridesharing agent and attached with
encrypted media.
4.5.4

Encrypting Violation Incidence

For security, images or videos that document the violation incidences should be encrypted and
saved in the Ridesharing's smartphone storage to ensure passenger/driver privacy. In addition,
encryption ensures secure transfer to the ridesharing agent. Otherwise, violation evidence could
be deleted before it is reported to the ridesharing agent. On the other hand, encryption will ensure
security if the media is shared with nearby road units. So, passengers' information will be kept

1

https://www.tensorflow.org/lite/guide
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confidential without driver intervention. Moreover, passenger/driver data is secured in case the
phone is stolen or Hijacked.
4.5.5

Transferring Violation Evidence

After the violation incidence is securely recorded and encrypted, it will be uploaded to the nearest
cellular server units. In case of no cellular connection, Violation incidences could be uploaded to
the nearest on-road units in smart cities infrastructure or sent in text messages.
4.5.6

Cellular Server Units (CSU)

CSUs could be the driver cellular network or the networks that exist on the roadsides in developed
countries. So, mostly CSUs are the nearest access point where the DSS could upload incident
videos even if no cellular internet is turned off on the phone.
4.5.7

The Ridesharing Vehicle

Information about the ridesharing vehicle is saved in the ridesharing agent database. If the violation
requires legal authorities' interventions, the ridesharing vehicle could be found easily. In addition,
the ridesharing agent requires registered vehicles to have a valid title, proper condition, and valid
insurance for the protection of both the driver and passenger.

4.6

Implementation

The implementation section could be divided into two sections. The first section implements the
detection Mobile SSD network where we collect, annotate, and pre-process relevant ridesharing
violation samples. Then, the network is optimized (compressed and quantized) to be easily
embedded in the DSS. The second section is implementing the DS system that runs locally on the
driver's smartphone. The DSS uses different technologies to take action when the optimized
Mobile SSD is detecting violations. The DSS actions include sending warnings, encrypting
violation incidences, and reporting them to the ridesharing agent. In the following sections, the
implementation of each section is discussed in detail.
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4.7

Implementing the Trained Mobile SSD Network

4.7.1

The Training Dataset

There is no available dataset that contains images of ridesharing violations incidents. The dataset
used to train the Mobile SSD model includes violation images retrieved from web searches,
ridesharing agents' articles, and public ridesharing violations videos. The violation images were a
collection of different violation types such as violence, physical interaction, and seduction. The
images collection included images taken during the day and at night. We also included images for
regular ridesharing positions where the interaction between the passenger and driver is with no
violation.
4.7.2

Annotation and Preprocessing:

Images were annotated in three classes: driver, passenger, and violation. Violation images included
the five-standard code of conduct rules such as interacting physically with the driver as specified
earlier. Annotation was performed using Roboflow2. Dataset was divided into 90% training, 6 %
validation, and 4 % testing. Images were annotated and saved in TFRECORD format. Every class
in the image was surrounded by a bounding box representing a driver (pink box), passenger (green
box), and violation (purple box), as shown in Figure 4.2. Noted that all passengers are annotated
if the image has more than a passenger. Image preprocessing included resizing pictures to 416 x
416, Auto-Orientation, and Auto-Adjust of Contrast through contrast stretching (Munteanu &
Lazarescu, 1999).
4.7.3

Hardware and Software

The Training was performed on the cloud Google Collaboraty using Jupiter notebooks and to
accelerate the training process we used one GPU. The network was trained using TensorFlow 1
and a Keras version less than 2.0 as recommend for custom models training settings3. The
ridesharing DS system was created using Android studio 4.1.2 and SDK 28. The device used to
run building and debugging is a Mac-book pro with an intel core i5 2.5 GHz processor, 8 GB Ram.

2
3

https://app.roboflow.com/
Model Customization
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The build and debug of was performed on a Google PIXEL XL 1 AVD before the system was
deployed to a smartphone.

Figure 4.2: Annotated Training, Validation Images Where Each Class is Surrounded with
A Bounding Box.
4.7.4

Optimized MobileNet Single Shot Detector Network

We trained a MobileNet Single Shot Detector (v2) (ssd_mobilenet_v2) that is popular for
performing object detection tasks on IoT devices. ssd_mobilenet_v2 is optimized for lightweight
inference, enabling it to perform well natively on compute-constrained mobile and embedded
devices. The Mobile SSD is quantized to parameters size of 8 bit. Quantization consumes less
memory bandwidth. Fetching numbers in the 8-bit format from RAM requires only 25% of the
bandwidth of the standard 32-bit format. On the other hand, quantizing neural networks results in
2x to 4x speedup during inference. We didn't train the network from scratch; rather, we transferred
learning from a pre-trained model with a COCO dataset. COCO dataset Training weights were
uploaded to the training network in the form of .h5 format. Also, we used the same configuration
for MSCOCO Dataset as shown below in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Trained Network Configuration
Parameter

Value

The number of layers

6

Minimum network scale

0.2

Max Network scale

0.95

Number of steps

100000

Activation Function

RELU_6

After the network was trained, we ran an inference test, and then we compressed the network and
quantized it to 8-bit. Then, the trained network was converted into TFLITE format. The 8-bit
quantization format is used to run inference on IoTs such as smartphone devices. The average time
spent per training step is global_step/sec:4.96517. So, the entire training session duration lasted
13.7921 hours.

4.8

Implementing the SAFEMYRIDES Decision Support System

4.8.1

Detection Response

The DSS was developed in Java for Android using Android Studio IDE. The DSS primary
interface runs a scene view stream of the smartphone camera. The stream is not recorded.
Otherwise, the detection runs on the fly using the smartphone camera running scene. The system
has access to both the front and rear cameras. When a violation is detected, the system speaks out
"Violation Detected" using the Text to sound android library. If another violation is detected, the
system saves the current scene into an encrypted image file and stores it in a hidden folder in the
ridesharing's phone. The average inference time of the system is 28 ms for detecting the three
classes of (passenger, driver, and violation).
4.8.2

Encrypting Violation Incidences

For encryption, each violation image is converted into a byte array; then, an XOR operation is
applied on each value of the byte array using a predefined encryption key (2-bit key). After
performing the XOR operation on each byte array value, the encrypted image is written to a new
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image file in a jpeg format. However, the driver won't be able to read the encrypted image or
decrypt it. Only the ridesharing agent has the predefined key and can decrypt the image. The
encryption key acts as a password to encrypt and decrypt the violation image.
4.8.3

The Ridesharing Smart Phone

We ran experiments on two different smartphones with different specifications to monitor the
performance of the proposed system on different hardware specifications. The first smartphone
used during experiments was a Samsung s10 + phone running on Android. And the second phone
is an LG V30+ also running on Android.
The system was built upon the starter code offered by android for object detection using
TensorFlowLite4. The system added the custom trained Mobile SSD network. The code was
adjusted to detect the three classes of driver, passenger, and violation. We added a text-to-speech
module to send violation warnings. In addition, we added the encryption-decryption module for
securing violation images.
4.8.4

Results

These are some screenshots from the ridesharing violation application running on a Samsung s10
+ phone. The application can detect three classes. A detecting bounding box surrounds each
detected class. The number on the right top of the bounding box is the network confidence score
in making this prediction. Examples of detected violations by the SAFEMYRIDES are shown in
Figure 4.3. a, b. The confidence score of the DL network measures how confident is the network
assigning an object a specific class.

4.9

Evaluation

The evaluation will be performed on different levels, as shown in table 4.3. The evaluation of the
trained Mobile SSD network will be functional. The network is evaluated before and after it is

4

GitHub Code
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compressed and quantized. Functional evaluation metrics include testing and training accuracy.
We also traced the network testing and validation loss. The system itself is performed through
controlled experiments where evaluation relativeness is absolute (e.g., test if the artifact achieves
its goal?). Then, another evaluation is performed by conducting a comparison of the artifact
performance on a different device of different hardware/software specifications (Cleven, Gubler,
& Hüner, 2009). The stages of evaluation performed are summarized in table 4.3.

Figure 4.3: a,b a Violation of Sitting Next to The Driver, Interacting Physically with the
Driver.
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Table 4.3: Evaluation Stages with Involved Components and Criteria.
Artifact

Evaluation

Assessed

Level of

Form of

Relativeness

Method

Criteria

Evaluation

Evaluation

of Evaluation

Instantiation

Quantitative

Absolute

Trained

Reporting

the Training

Mobile

functional

accuracy

SSD

performance of the Loss/validation
trained network

accuracy Loss,

Proposed

Demonstration of

Goal,

System

/ measured

Instantiation

Quantitative

the performance of Accuracy,

/ Real

/ measured

the artifact with

Latency

examples

Comparison

Instantiation

several

Absolute

real

examples
Proposed

Observing

System

the

differences between

between
performance

Relative

/ measured

accuracy, latency
on efficiency

different devices

4.10

Quantitative

on

different devices

Evaluating The Trained Mobile SSD Network

4.10.1 Training Loss/ Validation Loss
There are two critical measures to evaluate the Mobile SSD: the training loss and the validation
loss. The loss is the cost function used while training that needs to be minimized. At the end of
every 100 training steps, the network is evaluated for the loss in training and validation. As long
as the loss decreases, that means that the network is trained correctly, and it can generalize well
(Jancsary, Nowozin, & Rother, 2012). It is expected for the validation loss to be slightly less than
the training loss. The network is overfitting If the gap between training loss and validation loss
increases. Across the 100K steps of training iterations, the training loss vs. validation loss is plotted
as shown in Figure 4.4. The training and validation loss start high and start decreasing gradually.
The gap between the training and validation loss is tight. However, at some steps, the validation
loss is less than the training loss, which indicates that the validation samples are easier to detect
than training samples. The iteration with the least loss is selected in step 96800 with a validation
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loss of 1.0199343. Then validation loss starts increasing afterward, which means that the network
tends to overfit.
The MAP (Mean Average Precision) is another metric used in measuring the accuracy of object
detecting networks. The average precision computes the average precision value for the recall
values over 0 to 1 using IoU (Intersection over the union) (Henderson & Ferrari, 2016). the MAP
was calculated at the end of each 10000 training steps at IoU=0.5 the maximum MAP achieved
was 0.38166666 at step 55867.

The DetectionBoxes_Precision/mAP = 0.38166666, and

DetectionBoxes_Recall/AR@10 = 0.43333334.

4.10.2 Training and Validation Accuracy
We ran an inference test on the trained network before we performed optimization: compression
and quantization to study the effect of the optimization on accuracy and latency. The full-sized
mobile SSD model sized 245 MB with a 32-bit inference parameter. The highest training accuracy
achieved is 0.94546, and the highest validation accuracy is 0.93123. The average time spent by
Google Collaboratory for inference testing is 3.56 seconds.

Figure 4.4: Training Loss Vs. Validation Loss of the Trained Mobile SSD.
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4.11

Evaluating the SAFEMYRIDES Decision Support System

Firstly, the entire SAFEMYRIDES system was evaluated using a controlled simulated
environment where the system was applied in a real ridesharing setting. The first experiments were
running on the Samsung S10+ phone. The driver/ passenger performed different violation
scenarios such as: interacting physically with the driver, violence, and sitting next to the driver.
Examples of detected violations are shown in Figure 4.5 a, b.
4.11.1 Latency
The average system Latency is also measuring the system responsiveness that affects service
quality and customer satisfaction. Latency would be represented by the average system response
time to detect a violation. However, the response time is affected by the surrounding conditions.
For example: the response time to detect a violation in daylight is different than the response time
at night. After setting the minimum required confidence level to 0.80 (the confidence score of the
Mobile SSD that the detected incidence is a violation), the average response time to violations
detection during daylight is 450 ms while at night is 790 ms. However, this average response time
is higher than other systems used in ridesharing processing, as shown in table 4.4 and Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.5: Detected Violations a) Violence b) Physical Interaction.
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Table 4.4: A Comparison Between SAFEMYRIDES and Other Proposed Systems.
Research

Average Latency

Media type

L. Liu et al. (2018))

1273ms

Sound

(L. Wang et al., 2019)

8345 ms

A 60-second video data

(Long et al., 2017)

2234 ms.

Compressed Videos. Latency (model processing
time + network transmission time).

(Ran et al., 2018)

32100 ms.

video chunk is set as S= 1MB, 15 edge nodes

SAFEMYRIDES

620 ms.

Scene view stream
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Figure 4.6: Average Latency Versus Previously Developed Systems.
4.11.2 Efficiency
In terms of the resources used by the system, the system used 29.09 MB of the phone's internal
storage. The average size of an encrypted media image is 120kB. Energy consumed of running the
system for 15 minutes at a rate of 17 m (milliamp), or 79.8 mAH (milliamp hour). Memory used
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by the system is 104 MB Which means it is consuming less than 1% of the smartphone RAM of 8
GB.
4.11.3 The System Accuracy and Confusion Matrix
In this experiment, we are evaluating the optimized trained network running on the Android S10
plus. The optimized network size is 27 MB, almost 10x less than the actual model size, and runs
at 8-bit inference parameters. To get an in-depth analysis of how the optimized network performed,
a confusion matrix was created to analyze the accuracy, precision, and recall of the front and rear
cameras as in table 4.5 and table 4.6. The confusion matrix was built during a simulated session
during the day, trying 51 different normal and violations poses. The front camera and the rear
camera were used to detect a violation. The rear cameras of the Samsung S10 plus are 12MP, 12
MP, and 16 MP ultra-wide module cameras. The front-facing cameras are 8MP, 10 MP f/1.9 selfie
cameras.
Precision: It tells what fraction of predictions as a positive class were genuinely positive. To
calculate precision, use the following formula: 𝑻𝑷/(𝑻𝑷 + 𝑭𝑷) or 0.9111 for the rear camera and
0.906 for the front camera according to the confusion matrix.
Recall: also known as Sensitivity, Probability of Detection. It tells what fraction of all positive
samples were correctly predicted as positive by the classifier. To calculate Recall, use the
following formula: 𝑻𝑷/(𝑻𝑷 + 𝑭𝑵) or 0.976 for the rear camera and 0.928 for the front camera.
Accuracy: is the measure of what fraction of violation incidences were correctly detected by the
system; the accuracy formula is Accuracy = (𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁)/(𝑃 + 𝑁). Based on the formula, the
system's accuracy in detecting correct violation incidences is 46/51=0.9019 for the front camera
and 0.862.
Table 4.5: Confusion Matrix of The Proposed System (Rear Camera).
True/Detected

True

False

True

41 (TP)

1 (FN)

False

4 (FP)

5 (TN)
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Table 4.6: Confusion Matrix of the proposed system (Front camera).
True/Detected

True

False

True

39 (TP)

3 (FN)

False

4 (FP)

5 (TN)

4.11.4 Privacy
Surveillance systems have raised apprehension about their threat to individuals' privacy rights
(Cheung, Venkatesh, Paruchuri, Zhao, & Nguyen, 2009). Privacy protection is a core objective in
the proposed system through ensuring transparency, authorization, and encryption.
Transparency means that both the driver and the passenger are aware that the ridesharing session
is monitored. A warning of "Violation Detected" is declared when the system detects a violation.
Media surveillance is privacy-intrusive because it allows the observation of certain information
that is considered privacy intrusive such as a person's identity or characteristics (age, race, gender)
(Senior, 2009) . Therefore, authorization of users is required to monitor ridesharing sessions.
Moreover, negotiation of privacy preference (Consortium, 2002) or flexible authorization is
offered when users prefer monitoring at night sessions or in remote destinations.
Privacy protection technologies have focused mainly on different visual obfuscation techniques.
Encryption of violation incidences is applied to protect sensitive personal information from being
saved and transferred securely (Diffie & Landau, 2010) . In the proposed system, an XOR
operation with a (2 bit) encryption key is applied for every detected violation incidence and saved
in a secured folder in the ridesharing phone. The detected violation incidences are only shared with
ridesharing agents or official legal authorities.

4.12

Evaluating SAFEMYRIDES on Different Devices

In this section, the SAFEMYRIDES is applied to a different device to notice the discrepancy in
the system performance with different hardware specifications. In the previous section, the system
was applied to a Samsung S10 plus device. In this section, the system will be applied to an LG
V30 plus phone to compare and contrast the system's performance on different hardware settings.
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LG V30 plus has only two rear cameras (16 MP and 12 MP) and one 5MP front camera compared
to three rear cameras and two front cameras in the Samsung S 10 plus. The LG V30 Adreno 540
GPU is compared to an Adreno 640 GPU in S10+. Also, the S10 + has a Li-Ion 4100 mAh Battery,
and 8 GB RAM is compared to Li-Po 3300 mAh and 4 GB in LG V30. Table 4.7 and Figure 4.7
compares the performance of SAFEMYRIDES on the two devices in terms of average latency,
average accuracy, and efficiency (the resources used) for running the system for 15 minutes. The
comparison is performed using the rear cameras because of higher resolution and night shots
adjustment features.
While the Samsung S10 + achieved higher performance and less latency than The LG V30, the
resources consumed (battery and RAM were higher). Samsung S10 + has three cameras which
consumed more battery power and RAM in return. There is almost a 4 % difference in the accuracy
between the LG V30 and Samsung S10 + and more than 350 ms difference in Latency.
Table 4.7: Performance Comparison for Applying SAFEMYRIDES on Different Devices.
Metric/ Device

LG V30 (Rear Camera)

Samsung S 10 plus (Rear Camera)

Accuracy

0.8845

0.9019

Latency

1297 ms

920 ms.

RAM

89 MB

104 MB

Battery Consumption

48.7 mAH (milliamp hour) 79.8 mAH (milliamp hour).

Internal Storage

29.8 MB

28.09 MB

Average CPU

0.72

0.64
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Figure 4.7: Performance Comparison between LG and Samsung using Rear Camera

4.13

Conclusion

The research is introducing a new monitoring system to ridesharing service. The proposed sceneaware system aims to detect violations almost at run time with an average latency of 620 ms. The
system uses the smartphone camera scene stream to monitor ridesharing sessions with no actual
recording. The system was evaluated technically and functionally in terms of service quality
dimensions of efficiency, accuracy, responsiveness, and privacy. The system was evaluated using
controlled experiments by stimulating different violation poses in real ridesharing settings.
The system was designed to ensure privacy by recording and saving violation incidences in hidden
folders in an encrypted format with an average file size of 120KB. Therefore, the private data of
the passenger/ driver are secured in the ridesharing device. The system responsiveness was
evaluated through monitoring the system average latency or the average time taken to detect a
violation. The system achieved the least latency among other developed systems saving the time
consumed to transfer images for processing on edge nodes. Instead, the system detects violations
locally on the driver’s smartphone. Given the limited number of training samples, the system
achieved a 90% accuracy rate for detecting 51 different violations poses with a 97% sensitivity
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rate. We can notice that the accuracy of the full network before optimization was 93.1%. However,
this is a typical case in current optimization techniques where there is always a tradeoff between
network size and accuracy or between inference latency and accuracy (Kunkel et al., 2019). On
the other hand, we can notice the significant difference in inference time (delay) between the full
network of 3.56 seconds and the optimized network of 920 ms.
4.13.1 Contributions to Theory
According to Gregor, the theories produced in the research are type I and type V theories or
analysis theories and design theories (Gregor, 2006). In Analysis and description theory, an
analysis of the phenomena of interest and analysis of the relationships among system constructs
are provided. In the design theory, explicit prescriptions (e.g., methods, techniques, principles of
form and function are given. The exploration through design is the process of theory building in
design science. Theory building aims at solving a real-world problem to achieve practical
relevance and developing a theoretical contribution to achieve scientific (Holmström, Ketokivi, &
Hameri, 2009). So, “Rather than producing general theoretical knowledge, design scientists
produce and apply knowledge of tasks or situations in order to create effective artifacts.” (p. 253)
“Rather than posing theories, design scientists strive to create models, methods, and
implementations that are innovative and valuable.” (p. 254) (Venable, 2006)
This research contributes to the Information System research by applying the concept of
decentralized control where an IoT (smartphone) can independently detect violations and make
decisions. The research is one of the early attempts to apply different optimization methods to deep
learning networks to run efficiently on an IoT. The research sheds light on the importance of
limiting cloud/edge computation and limiting network communications while enhancing the
decisions making process and analytics of the IoTs. The reader may recall that in subsection 1.2
we discussed Characteristics of IIS, and in subsection 1.4 we discussed contemporary Challenges
of IIS that would be address in this dissertation. In tables 4.8 and 4.9 we outline how the
Characteristics and Challenges of IIS are addressed by our SAFEMYRIDES artifact.
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Table 4.8: IIS Characteristics and SAFEMYRIDES
Characteristic

How It Is Addressed by SAFEMYRIDES

Interactivity

SAFEMYRIDES is a decision-making system. The system asks users
whether they would like their sessions to be monitored. The system also
warns both the driver and the passenger that a violation is detected and
recorded. So, the monitoring process is not passive, but it involves an active
agreement and notification of users.

Event Detection

This characteristic address the sensitivity of the system in detecting
violations. The system is designed to detect violation throughout the entire
ridesharing session. The system showed the ability to detect the violations it
was designed to detect in different situations and light conditions.

Communication

The system interacts with the key players of the system. The system interacts

Skills

with the ridesharing agent by reporting violation incidents in an encrypted
format. The system also interacts with drivers and passengers by warning
them that a violation is detected. The system communicates with passengers
and ask them if they would like to monitor their sessions.

Adaptation

SAFEMYRIDES adapts the change in the environment. For example: the
system adapts the change in the surrounding conditions such as changing the
detection from day light to night light. It also can detect different types of
violations such as physical interaction, violence and seduction.

Predictive

The system is designed to predict what object is considered a passenger or

Capabilities

driver and what action is considered a violation. The system uses a deep
learning model that is trained to detect different types of violations.
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Table 4.9: IIS Challenges and SAFEMYRIDES
Challenge

How It Is Addressed by SAFEMYRIDES

Responsiveness The average system Latency is a measure of the system responsiveness.
Latency is represented as the average response time to detect a violation. The
average response time to detect violations is 620 ms which is the least among
current systems
Privacy

Privacy is maintained through transparency where both the driver and the
passenger are aware that the ridesharing session is monitored. Also,
authorization of users is required to monitor ridesharing sessions. The system
is offering flexible authorizations for users who prefer monitoring ridesharing
sessions at night or in remote destinations. Private user information is
maintained secure by encrypting violation incidences before they are reported
to ridesharing agents.

Interactivity

The system provides verbal and written interactivity levels. The verbal

Level

interactivity is represented when the system voice out, “Violation detected”.
The written interactivity level is represented when the system asks the users if
they want their sessions to be monitored all the time or at certain
circumstances.

Efficiency

In terms of the resources used by the system, the system used only 29.09 MB
of the phone's internal storage despite running a deep learning model and the
Memory (RAM) usage was just 104 MB despite running real-time inference,
which means that the system is consuming less than 1% of the smartphone
RAM of 8 GB.

Tangibility

The tangibility dimension represents the visual aspect of the service provided.
As displayed in the results figures 4.5, the system runs a camera stream where
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objects and actions are continuously detected. That's mean that the systems
add another tangibility dimension to ridesharing services by adding a camera
streams that run object detection continuously during the monitoring process

4.13.1 Contributions to Practice
The proposed system is trying to solve the safety issues related to ridesharing, and it has several
implications to practice. Firstly, the system allows local ridesharing monitoring on the driver's
smartphone, saving the cost of an additional device for monitoring. Having the monitoring system
running on the same device used in the ridesharing will ensure efficiency and privacy. Secondly,
the system uses no network communication while detecting violations and limits the network
communication to reporting the violation incidences to the ridesharing agent. Minimizing network
communication ensures privacy, security, and efficiency. So, the system could be used where poor
network connections exist. Thirdly, encryption of ridesharing incidences ensures privacy and
security. So, the passenger/driver data are only shared directly with the ridesharing agent in case
of detected violation.
4.13.2 Limitations and Future Research
When the system was applied to different devices, a difference in performance was detected,
affecting the accuracy and latency of detection. The higher is the resolution of the phone's camera,
the better is the accuracy. Moreover, the higher is the GPU/CPU, the less is the system latency.
So, detection using the rear camera is better than using a front camera. Applying the system on
different devices with different specifications, we noticed there is not much difference in detection
accuracy during the day, but there is a difference in detection accuracy at night. In general, lower
detection accuracy at night calls for increasing the number of night training samples. Moreover,
since most smartphone cameras don’t have night vision, the camera ability to balance colors of
night images affects detection accuracy. Also, the false-positive rate calls for training the network
with more regular ridesharing poses. The system is efficient to use in terms of storage (29 MB)
and memory consumption (less than 1% of active memory (RAM) consumption). However, the
energy consumption of the battery used by the system is considered above average, but most
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cameras application are significantly consuming batteries.
The implementation of the system was performed on Android devices only. Other platforms should
be tested to compare and contrast the system performance. The size of the dataset used is limited.
Increasing the training and validation samples will positively affect the accuracy and the latency
of predictions. In addition, the encryption of violation incidences was performed using a simple
XOR function. More sophisticated encryption methods using a 128-Bit key are preferred. Also,
additional privacy preservation mechanisms such as video inpainting and data-hiding schemes will
add extra confirmation on user privacy (Cheung et al., 2009). Since the system achieved lower
accuracy and decreased sensitivity in detecting violations during the night, the deep learning
network needs to be trained with more night samples, where poor light obstructs definite detection
of violations.
Further research on the optimization of camera usage is required in terms of camera battery
consumption assuming that a ridesharing driver will be using the system for hours. Moreover, the
system should be deployed in a real setting to address other intangibles service quality measures
such as reliability, understanding, and courtesy.
Other future work includes implementing the system on other platforms such as IOS and Raspberry
PI. The system should be tested on different platforms to compare other performance measures
such as stability, availability, and convenience. The system used compression and quantization
techniques as optimization methods for the Mobile SSD. However, applying other optimization
techniques such as pruning might enhance the optimized network accuracy. Moreover,
benchmarking for the proposed system is required because the detection accuracy differs between
different phone cameras. Benchmarking will help to determine the minimum required
specifications to obtain reasonable detection accuracy.
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Chapter 5 A Multi-Criteria Decision Making for Real Estate Based on
Degree of Damage: Towards Enhanced Service Quality.
5.1

Introduction

The real estate industry is interconnected to many vital sectors of the economy, including the
finance, insurance, and engineering sectors. Real estate investments involve many social,
governmental, environmental, and financial factors (Del Giudice, De Paola, & Forte, 2017).
Existing work on real estate investment focuses predominantly on the trend predictions of house
pricing exclusively from structural and financial factors (E. S. Kumar, Talasila, Rishe, Kumar, &
Iyengar, 2019). However, little attention was given to enhancing the real-estate search process
(Jarosz et al., 2020).
The service quality of real-estate websites has been affected by pre-narrowed search tools and
insufficient knowledge support for customer decision-making (Yuan, Lee, Kim, & Kim, 2013).
According to Trulia (J. Chen, Hui, & Wang, 2011), 44% of real estate consumers (almost one in
two) regret their purchase or rent decision. The leading causes of these regrets are a lack of
comprehensive information about properties. Such regrets can be eliminated or reduced by
enhancing the information quality and relevancy of search results (Ullah, Sepasgozar, & Wang,
2018).
Research on real estate service quality revealed that images were considered the most important
feature on real-estate websites (Choi & Kim, 2017) (Ullah & Sepasgozar, 2019). Real estate
images incorporate critical structures and semantic features such as the degree of damage (Ciuna,
Salvo, & Simonotti, 2017). The degree of damage is a sematic feature representing the degree of
physical deterioration of the building sections represented in ordinal scale, i.e. (1 extreme damage
and 3 is minor damage) (Ciuna, Salvo, et al., 2017). Information extracted from images is
considered one of the "Tangibles," the visible aspects of the service quality, to improve customer
satisfaction (Panda & Das, 2014). Tangibility is a primary service quality dimension where the
service representation gives a clear, concrete image of the service (Santos, 2002). Including the
degree of damage in the real estate search process would enhance tangibility, information quality,
and hence service quality.
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The second most important feature of the website is the 'tools' as search functions. (Ullah &
Sepasgozar, 2019) found that search tools raise users' self-efficacy by providing users the
flexibility to search based on their preferences. Automatic real estate agents such as Realtor and
Trulia offer limited spatial features that hinder the accessibility to information to reach relevant
and precise results (Samaa Elnagar & Thomas, 2019) (Xu, Benbasat, & Cenfetelli, 2013).
Moreover, the accuracy of the real estate searching process is strongly correlated with the
relevancy of search results to user interests (Gargallo Valero, Salvador Figueras, & Miguel
Álvarez, 2017; Santos, 2002). The real estate search process may produce many relevant tradeoffs,
but traditional real estate search methods are single-faceted, thus inhibiting customers from
comparing properties from many angles. So, the limited real estate filters have put a burden on
users matching their criteria of preference or capture the key relevant information (Ciuna, De
Ruggiero, Manganelli, Salvo, & Simonotti, 2017; Hallerbach & Spronk, 2002) (Jagadeesh,
Piramuthu, Bhardwaj, Di, & Sundaresan, 2014).
The multi-dimensional nature of real estate search decision problems inherently lends itself to be
a multi-criteria decision problem (Rabiei-Dastjerdi, McArdle, Matthews, & Keenan, 2021).
Applying multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) technologies allow users to prioritize their
criteria of preferences. MCDM ranks properties to match user preferences, so users browse less to
reach desired listings, and therefore MCDM enhances the efficiency of the search process
(Brunelli, 2014). The MCDM would offer flexible search criteria to match user preferences
(Chimbalkar, Patil, Jain, Kate, & Dwivedi, 2014).
The research introduces a new explanatory real estate filter “degree of damage” that filters
properties based on the state of maintenance. The degree of damage is extracted automatically
from real estate images using the deep learning network of Mask Region-based Convolutional
Neural Network (Mask-RCNN) (He, Gkioxari, Dollár, & Girshick, 2017; Nie, Duan, Ding, Hu, &
Wong, 2020). The research adds more expressive filters that boost the current real estate website's
service quality and outcomes in terms of efficiency, flexibility, relevancy, and tangibility. So, the
two main contributions of the system are:
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a. The first is to add a micro-level filter that allows filtering real estate by their degrees of damage
or their states of maintenance. This filter is expected to add to the real estate websites’ service
quality tangibility and avoid inaccuracies caused by overlooking such a key filter.
b. The second is to create a macro-level MCDM system that incorporates different real estate
filtering criteria. The system enhances the quality of the real estate searching process in terms
of relevancy, efficiency, and flexibility.
The system would have many social impacts, such as improving customer satisfaction in electronic
real estate agents. Based on the above discussion, we could formulate the research questions to
a. How could the proposed system enhance the relevancy, efficiency, and flexibility of the real
estate search process?
b. How could introducing the degree of damage feature enhance the user's satisfaction through
enhancing the service quality tangibility and search results relevancy?
The following sections review prior research on real estate search and filtering systems and the
literature on real estate service quality. Then, an overview of the degree of damage feature
detection is given, followed by an overview of MCDM and AHP. Afterward, we present the
methodology of the proposed system. The architecture of the system is described and evaluated
experimentally in real-life simulations. Finally, there are future work and limitations.

5.2

Literature Review

5.2.1

Service Quality and Information Quality Issues in Real Estate

(Choi & Kim, 2017) found that providing high-quality search filtering service is required to
improve the information quality and provide users with quick and reliable information. An
improved search filter service that satisfies user's needs would enhance satisfaction in online real
estate services. Ullah and Sepasgozar (2019) developed RESTAM model using the key constructs
of TAM (technology acceptance model). The framework found the significant impact of search
tools development on Information Quality, Service Quality, and System quality, which corresponds
to the importance of search tools optimization for the up gradation of online real estate.
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(Yuan et al., 2013) found that the use of the Internet does not benefit homebuyers in terms of
search time and flexibility. While it does encourage buyers to search more intensively, it also
wastes more time and energy browsing irrelevant results. Studies also found a strong correlation
between the adoption of AI techniques and the increase in understanding the real estate markets in
addition to user satisfaction and trust (Winson-Geideman & Krause, 2016).
(Ullah & Sepasgozar, 2019) confirmed the lack of the dynamics that govern the adoption of
information technologies in the real-estate business that affected system quality, information
quality and service quality. (N. Wu, Gelman, & Osesina, 2009) found potential data quality
problems in real estate websites such as accuracy, timeliness, believability, relevancy. These
problems can impair the user's decision-making and prevent the effective use of information.
Potential problems arise when data on the top-quality ranking websites are insufficient hindering
data of great importance to the user's decision making.
5.2.2

Previously Developed Systems

(Athalye, 2013) developed a real estate recommender system that combines the characteristics of
both Content-Based and Collaborative centered filtering methods, considering the advantages of
this hybrid method to rectify the limitations of both methods and deliver proactive references to a
newsreader. However, the research didn't include any semantic features, such as the degree of
damage in the recommendation process. Ng, She, Cheung, and Cebulla (2016) have implemented
a vacation rental portal to improve penetrating efficiency. The research used three techniques:
images-based cosine similarity calculation, textual explanation established Jaccard similarity
calculation. The travel accommodations recommendations were based exclusively on image
comparisons or textual description-based similarities. However, traveling choices of users could
not be seized entirely using either methods. Running cosine similarity on similar rental property
images ignores other geographic and financial features that affect the rental process.
(Samah et al., 2019) designed and developed a web-based house purchase recommendation system
(HPRS) using a Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach to overcome the limited filtering features that
consider user's preferences. However, applying genetic algorithms might be slow and complex to
apply to an active search system. Gargallo Valero et al. (2017) and McCord, McCord, Davis,
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Haran, and Bidanset (2019) used the eigenvector spatial filtering (ESF) to analyze the local
variation and spatial heterogeneity. ESF are incorporated as predictors markers for exclusion or
inclusion criteria. However, the research focused primarily on spatial features, which are
insufficient for a comprehensive real estate purchase decision-making.
Several online APIs can evaluate properties conditions, such as restb.ai
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However, these APIs

cannot provide criteria that explains the evaluation process nor allocate the damage in real estate
components. Missing clear criteria for evaluating the damage resulted in highly inaccurate
evaluation. For example, a living room image with colossal damage in the ceiling might be
detected as an average condition. Localizing and quantifying each image will help users
understand the rationale behind assigning certain condition to the entire property.
Very little research tried to estimate the visual damage conditions of real estate (Poursaeed, Matera,
& Belongie, 2018) developed a deep learning system to detect the luxury level of a property using
the interiors and exteriors images. The system uses the luxury level along with other parameters
for the value assessment process. The authors used DenseNet networks to estimate the luxury level
of each property section. However, the luxury level of the house is not sufficient to evaluate the
actual condition of a house. Samaa Elnagar and Thomas (2019) used Mask R-CNN to estimate
properties damage conditions integrated with Automated Valuation models (AVM) for property
price estimation. However, the system targeted real-estate agents to enhance the AVMs'
performance without allowing customers to filter real estate based on damage conditions.
One of the most popular filtering methods used in matching real estate users' preferences is
Collaborative filtering which gathers user interests and matches them with alternative users'
preferences or ratings for things (collaborating). The fundamental theory of the cooperative
filtering approach is that if a user one has the similar style as a user a pair of on associate item,
user one presumably has user 2's opinion on a unique item x than to has the style on x of an
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https://restb.ai/solutions/property-condition/
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individual chosen haphazardly (Schreyer, 2018). Assuming the correlations between different
users' behavior in the case of real estate is highly insignificant.
Another popular approach is the Content-based filtering approach that makes recommendations
by analyzing the description of the items using keywords. The similarity of products is calculated
based on the associated features of the items (Satapathy, Jhaveri, Khanna, & Dwivedi, 2020).
However, the model performs well using hand-engineered features. Given that current real estate
websites provide limited filters, the model can only make recommendations based on the existing
filters, such as location, area, and year built. Other vital filters such as schools, crime rate, and
degree of damage are excluded. So, the model can only recommend based on existing filters
(Badriyah, Azvy, Yuwono, & Syarif, 2018).
Thus, real estate websites users may not always express their preferences in a manner that easily
matches their requirements due to limited search tools and filtering methods (Acharya, Kagan, &
Zimmerman, 2010). The gap in literature could be summarized as the lack of explanatory real
estate filters that led to a deficiency in the service quality of real-estate websites (Ullah &
Sepasgozar, 2019). McCluskey et al. (2013) remarked that the relationship between property value
and its explanatory filters is highly complex and generally non-linear, which calls for more
insightful filters than the traditional spatial features that failed to fully represent a property.
However, there is an agreement within real estate applications that more advanced features and
search tools to enhance the efficiency and relevancy of the search results needed for informed real
estate decisions (Limsombunchai, 2004).

5.3

Conceptual Framework

The information quality and service outcome directly impact real estate websites' service quality
and customer satisfaction (Dabholkar & Overby, 2005; DeLone & McLean, 2003) (L. Zhao et al.,
2012). Service quality in real estate might negatively impact user perception because of the lack
of detailed property photos and neighborhood insights (Ali et al., 2021; Dabholkar, Shepherd, &
Thorpe, 2000; Ullah et al., 2018).
The introduction of new technologies such as virtual showcasing and AI has a positive correlation
with service quality (Blayse & Manley, 2004). In this research, deep learning is used to identify
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and localize the degree of damage in real estate images to improve service quality tangibles.
Nonetheless, a good perception will develop when users find the information relevant to make
efficient knowledge-based informed decisions (James III, 2009; Xu et al., 2013). The lack of
relevant information happens when users find desired listings after browsing several irrelevant
listings. The user uses limited 'tools' as search functions that display listings to match search results
nut many of which are irrelevant listings. (Ullah & Sepasgozar, 2019) found flexible search tools
raise users' self-efficacy by providing users the search filters that satisfy their requirements.
Introducing MCDM will help match user preferences and provide a flexible search service where
users can choose and elucidate their preferences as part of a decision-making process. MCDM
approaches have successful contributions to the quality of financial-related decisions such as real
estate purchases (Abdel-Basset, Mohamed, Sallam, & Elhoseny, 2020; Zopounidis & Doumpos,
2002). MCDM ranks properties according to user preferences so users can find relevant listings
first. Therefore, MCDM improves not only the relevancy but also the flexibility of the search
process (Hallerbach & Spronk, 2002). Accumulating the issues addressed in the literature with
service quality models of real estate service, we can summarize the main service quality issues that
are addressed in the research context as in Figure 5.1.
Efficiency: it directly impacts both service outcome and information quality (L. Zhao et al., 2012).
Efficiency means the reduction of search costs, the availability of information, and the possibility
of multi-attribute comparisons (Xue, Harker, & Heim, 2000). In this research, the efficiency is
measured by difference in the number of browsed listings using the proposed system and the
conventional real estate websites to find the desired listings.
Flexibility: defined as the freedom that online environment offers to ease user navigation through
websites (Alba et al., 1997). Compared with current real state websites, which offer a limited
number of search criteria, the research offers a flexible selection pool of property criteria and
allows prioritizing one criterion over the other. So, we express flexibility as the number of criteria
the users use to prioritize their preferences in comparison to those offered in popular real estate
websites. Flexibility always coincides with Interactivity (Yadav & Varadarajan, 2005). So,
supporting websites’ flexibility will increase interactivity and consequently better service quality
(Pur, 2017) (Jiang et al., 2010).
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Relevancy: search relevance is the accuracy of the relationship between the search query and the
search results (Goldman, 2005). Relevancy is affecting both the information quality and service
quality of real estate websites. In the proposed system, we measure relevancy by the accuracy of
the MCDM in ranking listing according to user elucidated criteria.
Tangibility: is the clear reflectiveness of resources necessary for providing services to customers
(Pakurár et al., 2019) (Sun et al., 2012). The degree of damage answers a significant quality
problem raised by Sun et al. (2012) "Are the pictures of each property showing enough details? Is
sufficient information provided for each property?" The degree of damage localizes damage in
each property image and adds necessary information to real estate decisions. So, we measure
tangibility by enhancing the information representation through adding localized damages to real
estate images (Seiler & Reisenwitz, 2010).

Figure 5.1: Research Approach to Enhance Real Estate Service Quality.

5.3.1

Degree of Damage Filter Motivations

The current challenges in the real estate filtering process inspired introducing the degree of damage
to filter real estate. Real estate images include rich semantic information about a property. With
the advent of deep learning for computer visions, automatic damage detection of real state images
has been an attainable, realistic task. The motives to introduce the degree of damage filter are:
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5.3.2

Cut Costs of Initial Inspection and Avoid Human Judgment

Determining the degree of damage by experts is a costly subjective process (d’Amato, 2018). Onsite manual property valuation is time-consuming and based on subjective judgments. Sometimes,
the assessment is based on the property's negotiated price rather than estimating the true market
value (Mousa & Saadeh, 2010). Moreover, a user's tolerance to a property's degree of damage
differs widely based on user interests. An investor might have a greater damage tolerance than a
first-time homebuyer. Providing an initial estimation of real estate damage conditions would save
the user time and cost in finding relevant search results (You, Pang, Cao, & Luo, 2017).
5.3.3

Much Focus on Spatial Filters

Common real estate filters include price range, no. of bedrooms, Sqft, and zip codes. Those filters
represent a collection of spatial layers of individual transactions (Limsombunchai, 2004). The lack
of environmental and semantic attributes, such as the degree of damage, has led to
heteroscedasticity between house attributes and house price leading to customer dissatisfaction
(Murakami & Griffith, 2019).

5.4

Methodology

This research is built upon Samaa Elnagar and Thomas (2019), which used Mask R-CNN for
image-based real estate appraisal. The Mask R-CNN extends the Faster R-CNN deep learning
network that uses instance segmentation instead of bounding boxes (He et al., 2017). Instance
segmentation allows precise pixel-wise localization of objects through an attached binary mask of
the detected object, especially if these objects are in small heterogeneous shapes such as damages
and cracks. Mask R-CNN has been used successfully in many medical and industrial applications
(Lu, Kong, & Guan, 2020).
In this research, we are following a design science approach in developing the decision support
system and the novel degree of damage filter (A. R. Hevner et al., 2004), which are considered
design science artifacts (Peffers et al., 2012). The Degree of Damage filter is an instantiation, and
the entire system is considered a framework. Both artifacts are implemented and instantiated.
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Prototypes are used to evaluate the degree of damage, and the whole system is evaluated using
illustrative scenarios in synthetic or real-world situations to demonstrate their utility.
5.4.1

Degree of Damage

The degree of damage is a composite weighted attribute. The attribute is inspired by the State of
maintenance (STM) metric developed by Ciuna, Salvo, et al. (2017). STM represents the degree
of physical deterioration of a building. STM is divided into internal and external sections. Each
section has its significance weight, which is determined by real estate experts, depending on its
susceptibility to damage, as shown in Figure 5.2. For example, bathrooms on the upper floors are
more prone to floor damage and leak issues than bathrooms on the ground level. Thus, they have
higher significance weights. Each section consists of components, and each component is giving
an importance weight based on its cost of maintenance. For example: the ceilings are usually given
higher weight than the walls because of their maintenance cost. There are four levels of damage in
the ordinal scale: 1 Extreme damage or poor state of repair, 2 Moderate Damage or insufficient
state of repair, 3 Minor Damage or tolerable condition of maintenance, 4 None or good state of
repair. However, if a component, e.g., the ceiling has more than one damage of different degrees.
The component is assigned the least degree of damage (or highest damage level). For example: if
a ceiling has two minor damages and one extreme damage. The ceiling is assigned an extreme
degree. The section degree of damage is calculated as:
?

𝑆𝑒𝑐78 = 9 𝑊; 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝐶𝐷; )

(1)

;@A

Where 𝑆𝑒𝑐78 is the interior or exterior 𝑙 section. The section has 𝑛 number of components, and each
component j is given a weight 𝑊; based on importance. The component degree of damage is 𝐶𝐷; .
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Figure 5.2: Degree of Damage in Different Sections and Components.

5.4.2

Multi-Criteria Decision Making

In searching for real estate, a single criterion is insufficient to assess a set of available options. For
example: Although location is an important criterion, it is not a sufficient filtering criterion as long
as other vital criteria are not included, such as schools, crime, and association fees (HOA). Multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) is a field of operational research wherein the decision
alternatives are analyzed with respect to multiple (and often conflicting) criteria (Ishizaka & Siraj,
2018). MCDM assists in framing decision problems, exploring tradeoffs, and raking different
filtering criteria to match user preferences (Aronson et al., 2005; Osei-Bryson, 2004).
There are several MCDM methods. The most preferred models are the utility-based models,
including MAUT, AHP, Weighted Sum Method, and Weighted Product Method (A. Kumar et al.,
2017; Sugumaran, 1998). AHP simplicity has gained popularity, especially with comprehensible
MCDM tasks (Figueira, Greco, Roy, & Słowiński, 2013). The logic behind AHP is to rank
different criteria used to evaluate different alternatives. The core of AHP is quantifying the weights
of the decision criteria through the comparison of criteria pairs instead of sorting, ranking, them
(LeCun et al., 2015a). The procedures for performing AHP in real estate filtering are:
5.4.3

Define Problem and Criteria

Using AHP enables the users to customize the filters used in the real estate search process. The
alternatives are the available real estate available on different websites. The criteria include but are
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not limited to property condition, location, schools, crime rate, and the number of rooms. AHP
here allows specifying a range for each criterion rather than ranking them. AHP first decomposes
the decision problem into a hierarchy of more easily comprehended problems, each of which is
analyzed independently.
5.4.4

Establish Priorities in a Comparison Matrix

Once criteria are well defined, a pair-wise comparison is performed. The comparison between two
criteria is given on a scale from one to nine, where nine represents an extreme preference for one
alternative over the other. The comparisons are gathered in a comparison matrix 𝑨. The eigenvalue
method then uses the comparison matrix 𝑨 to calculate the local priorities or weights as in equation
2, where p⃑ is the priorities/weight vector, 𝜆JKL is the maximal eigenvalue.
𝐴 ∙ 𝑝⃑ = 𝜆JKL ∙ 𝑝⃑
5.4.5

(2)

Calculate the Consistency Index

After removing redundancy from the comparison matrix, the consistency index (CI) is calculated
to verify user consistency in the choices between pairs of criteria. For example, if the user
extremely prefers the location over the property age, the user should consistently prefer property
age less than the location. For such a matrix, 𝜔 is the eigenvector (of order 𝑛), 𝜆 is the eigenvalue,
and the CI is:
CI = 𝜆JKL − 𝑛/(𝑛 −1)

5.5

(3)

The Proposed System

The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Figure 5.3. There are three main modules in
the system: damage detection, degree of damage estimation, and the search and retrieval system.
Each module is discussed below in detail:
5.5.1

Property Damage Detection

This module is responsible for detecting damage in each property image. There are three cases
where the damage detection module will activate.
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1- If a realtor submitted new property images to the system, the damage detection module
automatically run damage detection on each of the property images if the computing units are
not busy.
2- If the computing units are busy, unidentified properties will be scheduled for damage detection
when the system is idle.
3- If a user submits a search/filtering request and some retrieved properties are not damage
detected, they will be given the highest priority to assign a degree of damage.

Figure 5.3: The Proposed System Architecture.
5.5.2

Image Correction

Each image goes through essential image corrections as basic preprocessing steps. Image
correction includes blur, contrast, brightness adjustment, rotation, and skew correction. In addition,
the system rejects images with low resolutions or pixel dimensions less than 72 PPI. Corrected
images are now ready to be fed to the Mask-RCNN network.
5.5.3

The Mask-RCNN Network

A trained Mask-RCNN network is employed to detect damage in different sections and
components in real estate images. The Mask-RCNN consists of a backbone network and a head
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network. The main component in the backbone network is the faster R-CNN. The head network is
responsible for detection and object annotation. For feature extraction, the Feature Pyramid
Network (FPN) is used to build a bottom-up pyramid-like feature architecture (Lin et al., 2017).
FPN learns different degrees of damage features in fine granulation order, starting from coarse
structure features to fine features such as colors and surface areas.
5.5.4

Property Images with Damage Detected

The output of the Mask-RCNN network is the damage detected real estate images where damage
is localized along with surrounding bounding boxes. The network also gives a confidence score
for each detected image detected, as shown in Figure 5.4. The confidence score represents how
confident is the network about assigning a specific class to a detected object (Z. Huang et al.,
2019).

5.6

Degree of Damage Estimation

This module has two components. The first is the Degree of Damage assignment, which assigns a
degree of damage to the entire property based on damages detected in each image. The second is
the property database, where properties are saved while updating their assigned degree of damage.

Figure 5.4: Damage Localization along with the Surrounding Bounding Box and Confidence Score.
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5.6.1

Property Database

To gain a deeper understanding of how the data flow in the proposed system and how the Degree
of Damage will be reflected in the real estate data records, the system data model is expressed in
Figure 5.5 and explained below in detail.

Figure 5.5: The Data Model for the Real Estate Search System.
1. Property: each property has an id, address and a set of different criteria pulled from the
Criteria entity.
2. Criteria: it is a lookup table that contains a set of property's criteria such as no_floors, price,
and sqft.
3. Property Criteria: contains the values for each of the property's criteria.
4. User: this entity contains the information of the users, such as email, phone, etc.
5. User Preferences: stores the user’s preference weights of each criterion in comparison to other
criteria. The AHP_Weight is the weight generated from the AHP for each criterion.
6. Section: or property’s sections such as bedrooms, living rooms; the section is dependent on
property.
•

s_sig_weight: The significance score of the section based on its susceptibility to damage.
The values of s_ degree_damage is derived from the sum of the damage of its components.
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7. Component: is each part of a section such as the Ceiling, Floor, Door, Closet of a section;
component is dependent on section (relative to the section).
•

c_imp_weight: real estate experts assign a relative weight to each component, usually based
on its cost of maintenance.

•

c_degree_damge: is the value assigned by the last damage estimation, and it would be Null
if the component isn't previously estimated.

•

c_Last_Update: is the date of the last damage estimation or Null if it is not damage
estimated.

8. Comp_Category: is the components lookup (e.g., Ceiling, Floor, Door, Closet, etc.). This
entity is independent of any particular component.
9. Mask-RCNN_Model: stores the configurations of the Mask-RCNN models running on
different computing units.
•

R_Exp_Class_Proc_Time: is the average time spent in processing each of the four damage
classes.

10. Image: each image contains one or more components of a section. Each image has a name and
file location. Is_detected marks undetected images to be detected when the MaskRCNN_Models are idle.
11. Detection_Result: for each detected component in the image, the degree_damge and
con_score are saved. con_score is the confidence score that Mask-RCNN provides for each
detected component.
5.6.2

Degree of Damage Assignment

In this module, the assignment is firstly performed for each component, then section, then for the
entire property. Each section represented in the image is assigned a degree of damage based on the
summation of its components damage as in equation 1. The total damage 𝑇𝐷 in a property is simply
the average of damages in property sections represented in the following equation.
?

J

𝑇𝐷 = 9 9 𝑊78 𝑆𝑒𝑐78 V(𝑛. 𝑚)
7@A 8@A
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(4)

Where 𝑛 is the number of different real estate categories such as the interior and the exterior, 𝑚 is
representing the number of sections in each category, and 𝑊78 is the significance weight of each
section. 𝑊78 is usually assigned by real estate experts based on each section's significance as
discussed earlier.
The Degree of Damage Assignment activates in two cases: the first is when new property's images
are damages are detected. The second is when search results contain undetected properties. The
entire property is assigned a damage degree to ease the search and retrieval process.
Usually, real estate websites receive hundreds of listings. Applying deep learning tasks, including
training and inference, is burdensome and can result in inefficiencies such as large scheduling
overhead (Q. Zhang, Zha, Wan, & Cheng, 2019). Therefore, many algorithms were developed to
schedule and predict the completion time of job batches. These algorithms reasonably choose the
batch size of the following batch jobs according to the GPUs memory to achieve minimum job
latency (G. Chen, Zhao, Shen, & Zhou, 2017).
Examples of deep learning task scheduling are Nimble and EffiSha (G. Chen et al., 2017; Kwon,
Yu, Jeong, & Chun, 2020), which use parallel GPU tasks scheduling algorithms such as ahead-oftime (AoT) to minimize the overhead avoid latency. However, every algorithm impacts the
performance differently based on the hardware specifications, computation frameworks, the
number of GPUs used, and the DL network size. For example: Nimble shows different inference
times for different networks. In addition, the data return time is relatively irregular (Amaral, Polo,
Carrera, Seelam, & Steinder, 2017). Therefore, addressing workload (damage inference)
scheduling is out of the scope of the paper. The following algorithm summarizes the property
damage assignment process:
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Algorithm 1: Degree of Damage Assignment to Real Estate Images.
Step
1- Check if damage
detection is required

2- Schedule images
for detection
3- Process each image

4- Compute Section
score,
s_degree_damage
5- Compute the
property score 𝑇𝐷

5.7

Description
a) Determine whether up-to-date damage estimate scores exist in the
Detection_Result table.
b) If the given scores exist, go to step 4; otherwise, go to steps 2 and
3.
Undetected property images are assigned for task scheduling.
Each image contains one or more components. Moreover, many
images could represent the same section. The Mask -RCNN_model
will detect damage in each section's component 𝐶𝐷; to be saved as c_
degree_damage.
Calculate the section s_degree_damage using the c_ degree_damage
(𝐶𝐷; ) & c_imp_weight (𝑊; ) of its components as in equation 1.
Repeat process 4 for each property section. Then, calculate the total
damage 𝑇𝐷 by calculating the weighted average degree of damage of
each property section s_degree_damage (𝑆𝑒𝑐78 ) and s_sig_weight
(𝑊78 ) as in equation 4. 𝑇𝐷 is saved as one of the property's criteria in
the Property Criteria entity.

The Search and Retrieval System

This module represents the interface between the system website and the users where the system
is responsible for receiving users' search and filtering queries and applying MCDM for the
retrieved results from the property database.
At first, the users specify the range values, locations of interest, price range, and area. The results
are ordered according to these criteria to downsize properties of interest. Then, the user performs
criteria elicitations by prioritizing criteria of interest. Criteria selection pool includes but not
limited to Price, Space, Age, Location, Crime rate, Schools, Degree of Damage, Tax. These criteria
represent common properties attributes based on user interests. However, the system is flexible in
adding criteria to the selection pool which are saved as property attributes in the Property_Criteria
table.
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The system highly recommends that the user select the top three criteria of preferences to limit the
number of pair-wise comparisons. Still, the system allows selecting more than three criteria, but
the number of pair-wise comparisons will be overwhelming for the users to complete. In case of
incomplete or inconsistent pair-wise comparison matrix, the system applies one of the incomplete
pair-wise solutions such as the Eigenvalue Method (EM) and logarithmic least-squares (LLS).
These methods can infer and synthesize missing values using the knowledge of the existing values
(Harker, 1987; Tekile, Fedrizzi, & Brunelli, 2021). Then, the system saves user’s criteria of
preferences to the User preferences table.
Secondly, for the top ten properties, AHP performs pair-wise comparisons on each pair of
properties for each criterion. Then, order properties descendingly based on their overall local score
or the sum of criteria weights. Algorithm 2 explains the search and retrieval process.
Algorithm 2: Applying MCDM to Real Estate Search Results.
Phase

Description

a) Specify the range values for Properties in terms of Price, Age &
Process Property Location. then, order results accordingly.
Database
b) for images with undetected damages, apply the Property Damage
Estimator. Then, save the results to Property_Damage_Results entities.
a) the user elicits criteria of preference from a set of available evaluation
User Preference criteria:
Elicitation
o
Price, Space, Age, Location, Crime rate, Schools, Tax, Degree of
Damage.
b) ask the user to prioritize each criterion with respect to other criteria
through pair-wise comparison. However, the default setting is to select three
criteria of interest.
a) if the user didn't complete the pair-wise comparison, apply the
Complete, store incomplete pair-wise inference algorithm.
comparison
b) prioritized criteria and their weights are stored in the User_Preferences
matrix
table.
a) for each pair of the top ten property results:
Apply AHP
o
apply AHP for each evaluation criteria based on user preferences.
b) sum the weights of criteria to compute the overall local score for each
property
a) rank the properties in descending order based on the overall local score
Ranking
and finally display them to the user.
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5.8

Implementation

The implementation of the proposed system could be divided into two sections, the first is the
implementation of the Mask-RCNN degree of damage detection network, which include training
and testing the network with damage images. The trained network assigns a degree of damage to
each damage in the image. If multiple damages detected, a component is assigned the highest
degree of damage. The second section is responsible for implementing the search/filtering system
where MCDM (AHP) is applied to rank the search/retrieval results that match the user preferences.
5.8.1

Implementing the Mask-RCNN Degree of Damage Detector

In this section, the entire process of training the Mask-RCNN degree of damage detection network
is explained in detail in terms of data selection, network configuration, defining criteria for
determining each degree of damage, the annotation of training and validation images, the training
steps, and results.
5.8.2

Data Selection and Image Preprocessing

Deep learning networks usually need vast number of training and validation samples. However,
there is no available dataset for detecting damage purposes. So, the training and testing images
were downloaded manually from the web and relevant websites.
Due to our limited computational resources, we trained the network to detect damage in a single
real estate component which is the ceiling. We downloaded images with different degrees of
ceiling damage. The total number of images is 594 images with varying degrees of damage. We
selected images of good quality with observed damages. We tried to avoid occupied ceilings with
irrelevant objects such as speakers, alarms, and routers. Image preprocessing included resizing
pictures to 712 x 712, and applying contrast stretching to adjust the contrast of images (Munteanu
& Lazarescu, 1999).
5.8.3

Degree of Damage Criteria

It is challenging task to quantify the degree of damage of each property component. There are
usually some confusing images that can fit in more than one degree of damage. So, we developed
criteria based on which we can identify different ceiling degrees of damage:
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Minor Damage Class: it represents the small water stains which are beige to light brown in color,
small paint cracks (uneven surface), small moldy spots (usually dark in color).
Moderate Damage Class: it represents large water stains, medium size paint cracks, or moldy
spots.
Extreme Damage Class: it represents apparent damage in the ceiling gypsum board, large moldy
areas, falling parts of the ceiling.
No Damage Class: it represents standard ceilings with no damage, mold, or stains. However,
training images are without fancy ceiling shapes that might wrongly be detected as damage.
5.8.4

Image Annotation

We used VGG annotation software6 to annotate training images with different damage degrees.
Each damage is surrounded with a polygon which was represented as a set of points of (𝑥, 𝑦)
values. Then, each polygon was assigned a class. The annotation file was exported as a JSON file
and each image was represented as class in the following format:
[“images.jpg4132”:[“filename”:”images.jpg”,”size”:4132,”regions”:[[“shape_attributes”:[“name
”:”polygon”,”all_points_x”:[51,128,231,196,139],”all_points_y”:[84,18,80,106,112]],”region_at
tributes”:[“name”:”extremedamage”]]]
5.8.5

Training and Testing

An essential step in training any deep learning network is to specify the images used for training
and testing. We planned to slice the downloaded images into 30% Extreme; 30% Moderate; 30%
Minor; 10% No damage for both training and testing. However, it was hard to follow the rule
because of the limitations in finding relevant images. We used 70% of the dataset for training, 20%
for validation, and 10% for testing.
5.8.6

Network Configurations

Experiments were conducted on Google Collaboratory professional using the TensorFlow version
1.8 for training, TensorFlow version 1.13.1 for testing, and Keras version 2.1.0 to meet the Mask-

6

https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/via/via_demo.html
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RCNN requirements. We used Python for developing training and testing code, and the code used
is on this Github repository7 . One GPU was used while training /testing with two images per GPU.
We followed the same default configurations of the Mask-RCNN, so the backbone network is a
residual learning framework (resnet101). The learning momentum is 0.9, and the learning rate is
0.001. The weight decay is 0.0001. The batch size is two images per iteration. Images were resized
to fit the shape to the dimensions of [1024 1024 3]. Images with four channels were converted to
three channels to avoid discrepancies in results. We performed training in 30 epochs with 100
steps per epoch. The average step time is 120 seconds, and the average training loss and validation
loss are 0.7905, 0.7034 respectively.
5.8.7

Training Steps

To ease the training process, we transferred learning weights from a pertained Mask R-CNN with
MS-COCO

8

dataset. COCO contains datasets used in object detection, pattern detection, and

captioning tasks with more than 1.5 million object instances. However, we replaced the last layer
of the pertained network with MaxPooling and projection layers. The MaxPooling layer is to
reduces the output dimension and projection layer to perform object annotation. The training was
performed in three accumulative steps, as discussed below.
5.8.8

Train the MASK-RCNN to Detect Extreme Damage

As a pilot test, we tried first to train the Mask-RCNN network to detect one degree of damage,
extreme damage, for the ceiling component. This pilot test ensures that the network can allocate
the damaged mask successfully along with the surrounding bounding box, as shown in Figure 5.6.
The starting point of the training was transferring the training model “.h5 file” of the COCO
dataset. Ninety-two images were used in training, 18 for validation, and six images in testing. We
followed the default confidence levels of 0.9 the original Mask-RCNN code.
Results: the network successfully detected extreme damages and located the bounding box and
binary mask, as shown in Figure 5.6

7
8

https://github.com/samaa/MaskRCNN_Realestate
https://cocodataset.org/#home
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5.8.9

Train the Mask-RCNN to Detect the Four Levels of Damages

After the pilot test was performed successfully, we trained the network to detect the four levels of
ceiling damage: Extreme, Moderate, Minor and None. A total of 594 degrees of damage were used
where an image could contain more than one degree of damage. Also, we tested the network with
images with no damage to see how well the network can differentiate between good and damaged
ceiling.

Figure 5.6: Extreme Ceiling Damage using Mask-RCNN Showing Instance Segmentation.
5.8.10 Train the MASK-RCNN to Detect Damage Along with Other Objects
This step is important because real estate images are usually occupied with furniture and
appliances. These objects help determine what section the image represents. So, the network
should be able to differentiate between damages and other objects. For example, an image
containing a bathtub is an image of a bathroom section.
We avoided to train the same network to detect other objects such as appliances, plants, light
fixtures, kitchen cabinets etc. This option may result in biased training of the network due to
unbalanced training samples. In addition, this option requires a huge number of training samples
and high computational resources which weren't available. So, we dedicated another network to
detect the degree of damage and use another network to detect other objects. We used a generalpurpose pre-trained Mask-RCNN with the COCO dataset for general object detection. We
followed the same configurations specified for the network in terms of the minimum confidence
level accepted by the network.
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The developed code aggregated the detection results from the first network, which is dedicated to
detecting damages, and the other general-purpose network, as shown in Figure 5.7 below.
However, we had to change classes Ids to avoid confusion. For example: class Id one in the
general-purpose network is assigned to detect humans, while class Id one was assigned to extreme
damage class in the degree of damage network. So, Extreme damage was given another Id to avoid
confusion. The results of this training step are shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Detecting Damage with Other Objects in the Image

5.9

Implementing the Search and Retrieval System

In this section, the process of implementing the search and retrieval system using an MCDM is
discussed in detail. The process includes defining the goal, criteria, sub-criteria, and how to apply
the MCDM to different search listings (alternatives).
5.9.1

AHP Structure of The Real Estate Searching Problem

Before applying AHP, the problem needs to be formulated in the form of an analytical hierarchy
process where the goal is defined at the top level, then criteria used in the MCDM process followed
by sub-criteria, and finally, the alternatives available to select from. The entire process can be
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represented in Figure 5.8. The alternatives are a set of listings retrieved from the property database
based on the cutoff values specified by the user in the search query. Moreover, if the user has an
absolute preference, the search query will be ordered by it. For example:
select * from property where price between x and y and zipcode in (j, i,k) and has_basment=true
order by price, has_basment desc
the top ten listings retrieved from the search query above are the AHP alternatives. The query
will return the properties that have basements, match the price, and are located within the three
specified zip codes.

Figure 5.8: Analytical Hierarchy Process for the Real Estate MCDM Problem.

5.9.2

Pair-wise Comparison

The next step is to ask the user to perform pair-wise comparison or preference elicitation where
each pair is given four options of preferences of weak importance, equal importance, stronger
importance, and Absolute importance.
Then, the weight comparison matrix is calculated, and the priority vector is generated by
normalizing the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue. The elements in this eigenvector are the
weights of the criteria. The weights are saved in the User preferences table of the real-estate
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website database. The python source code used for the AHP process can be found at this GitHub9
repository.
5.9.3

Incomplete Pair-Wise Comparison

the pair-wise comparison process might time-consuming task. A combination of paired
comparisons 𝐶Z? might be overwhelming when the number of criteria increases. The users may
want to avoid some of the comparisons to reduce effort (Bernroider, Maier, & Stix, 2010). Thus,
inferring the values of the missing comparisons in the form of simple suggestions and not
impositions would help the user during the elicitation process. The Eigenvalue Method (EM), or
the Saaty's method (Saaty & Vargas, 1984), maintains desirable rank preservation properties where
the principal eigenvector directly captures the rank inherent in the inconsistent data (Harker, 1987).
Let 𝔸 is an incomplete matrix, and let 𝒙 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑘) ∈ 𝑅𝑘, be a vector of missing
comparisons expressed as criteria of 𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑘. At this point, the goal is to minimize the
inconsistency of the matrix 𝔸. So, the EM could be represented as, 𝔸L = 𝜆JKL 𝑥, where 𝜆JKL is
the principal eigenvalue of 𝔸. For example: if the user sets that the price is extremely important
than the space, and the price is extremely important than the location. So, the space might be
suggested to be equally important to the location.
5.9.4

Choosing the Best Listings

In this step, the produced weight matrix is used to generate the weight of each criterion in pair
comparison between all possible two-listings combinations. The final step is to get their weighted
arithmetic sum to yield the rank vector. finally, listings will be ranked in descending order based
on their weighted arithmetic sum or rank vector.

5.10

Evaluation

Dunlap, Dotson, and Chambers (1988) conducted the first measure of service quality in real estate
brokerage. According to Grönroos (1984), service quality is measured by technical quality and

9

https://github.com/PhilipGriffith/AHPy
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functional quality (Santos, 2003). So, the evaluation process will be divided into two sections. The
first is the technical evaluation of the Mask-RCNN degree of damage detector network in terms of
the accuracy, training/validation loss, means average precision (mAP). This technical evaluation
will show how images details will enhance the tangibility of real estate images. The second section
is a functional quality evaluation of the search and retrieval system in terms of flexibility, search
results relevancy, and efficiency.
5.10.1 The Evaluation of the Mask-RCNN Degree of Damage Detector
The evaluation of the Mask-RCNN will be in the form of technical testing in terms of accuracy,
mean average precision, loss, and sensitivity. Moreover, the Degree of Damage detection is a
visualized localization of damage which consider an enhancement to image details or the
"tangibles" of service quality. The degree of damage adds important semantic details to property
images, as shown in Figure 5.7, 5.9. The results of the training and testing are presented in table
5.1. These results are calculated at a minimum confidence level of 85 %, which means that the
network will detect a degree of damage only if it is at least confident by 85% that the detected
damage degree is true. The best Validation accuracy obtained was 93.2% at epoch 24 out of 30
epochs. The network achieved an average testing accuracy of 93 % in detecting damage in the
ceiling with an average confidence level of 0.931. Samples of detection results are in Figure 5.9.
To analyze the accuracy of each of the four classes, we plotted the testing accuracy of each class
through the 30 epochs as in Figure 5.10. As the number of epochs increases, the average accuracy
increases, and the Mask-RCNN confidence in detection increases too as in Figure 5.11. The highest
test accuracy was at Epoch 26, where the accuracy started slightly decreasing afterward. The steady
increase in the accuracy and the confidence score indicate healthy training and testing processes
of the network.
We can notice that the moderate damage class is the most unstable, and it has the least accuracy
because some images could fit in both the extreme and the moderate damage classes. On the lower
level of the moderate class, some images could fit in the moderate and the minor damage classes.
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Figure 5.9: Detection Results for Images with Moderate Degree of Damage.

Figure 5.10: The Accuracy of The Four Classes and The Overall Test Accuracy.
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Figure 5.11: Average Confidence of Mask-RCNN in Detecting Test Images

Table 5.1: Validation and Testing Accuracy of the Mask RCNN at 85% Minimum
Confidence Level.
No

of No of

No of Validatio

Testing

Average

Accuracy

Confidence

training

Validation

test

n

cases

cases

cases

Accuracy

Overall images

594

120

72

0.9325

0.9305

0.9312

Extreme(instances)

171

30

15

0.98187

0.9333

0.9702

Moderate (instances)

200

52

20

0.9722

0.9099

0.8994

Minor (instances)

286

68

19

0.8289

0.9473

0.9311

None (instances)

130

30

18

0.9798

0.9444

0.9299

validation

5.10.2 The Confusion Matrix (Testing)
To get an in-depth analysis of how each class performed. We built the confusion matrix to analyze
the precision and Recall of each of the four classes, as in table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: the confusion Matrix of predicted classes.
True Class
Predicted class

Extreme

Moderate

Minor

None

Extreme

14

1

0

0

Moderate

2

18

0

0

Minor

0

0

18

1

None

0

0

1

17

1- Precision: It tells what fraction of predictions of a positive class were, in fact, positive. To
calculate precision, we use the following formula: TP/(TP+FP). For Extreme Class 0.9333,
Moderate 0.9000, Minor 0.947, None 0.9444
2- Recall: also known as Sensitivity, Probability of Detection. It tells what fraction correctly
predicted positive samples is to all positive samples. To calculate Recall, use the following
formula: TP/(TP+FN). For Extreme 0.875, Moderate 0.947, Minor 0.947, and None 0.9444.
5.10.3 Other Performance Measures
Usually, the deep learning network training loss and validation loss are important measures to be
considered while training the network. The loss is the cost function we are trying to minimize. At
the end of each training epoch, the network evaluates the loss in training and validation. As long
as the loss is decreasing, that means that the network accuracy is increasing with each epoch
(Jancsary et al., 2012). A rule of thumb is monitoring the validation loss to be slightly less than
the training loss. Suppose the training loss is much higher than the validation loss, that's means
that the network is overfitting. During the 30 epochs of training, training and validation loss were
recorded and plotted as shown in Figure 5.12. We can see that both the training and the test
validation start high and they are decreasing gradually. Also, we can notice the slight difference
between the validation and training loss in most epochs which indicates that the network didn't go
through overfitting during the 30 epochs. The least validation loss was achieved at epoch 26.
The mAP (Mean Average Precision) is a popular metric in measuring the accuracy of object
detecting networks such as Faster R-CNN, SSD, etc. The average mean precision computes the
average precision value for the recall values over 0 to 1 (Henderson & Ferrari, 2016). For
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calculating mAP, we have to identify the IoU (Intersection over union). IoU is the ratio of the area
of intersection and the area of the union of the ground truth box (the actual bounding box whose
coordinates are given in the training set) and predicted bounding boxes. If the IoU is > 0.5, it is
considered a True Positive; else, it is considered a false positive.
We calculated the mAP at the end of each training epoch at IoU=0.5, and the maximum mAP
achieved was 0.6120. The reason behind this low mAP is that we only provided the mask
representing the damage (the polygon) while annotating training images. The highly unstructured
nature of the damage made the bounding box relative to the size of the damage. However, the
bounding box surrounding the damage wasn't initially specified while training the network.
𝑚𝐴𝑃 =

∑cd@A 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑃(𝑞)
𝑄

Figure 5.12: Validation Loss Vs. Training Loss.
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5.11

Evaluating the Search and Retrieval System

The evaluation of the system will be a functional evaluation in terms of the usage, flexibility,
search relevancy, and efficiency of the system. Since the proposed system is a prototype, aesthetic
or intangible dimensions of service quality such as linkage, appearance, and structure are not
addressed in this research (Gronroos, 1988). So, we focus on the active or tangibles dimensions of
service quality, such as information representation, relevancy, efficiency, and flexibility (Xu et al.,
2013). The evaluation of the system will be performed using illustrative scenarios to show the use
of the system (does the artifact achieve its goal?). Then, we discuss how the system enhances the
relevancy and efficiency of the search process.
5.11.1 Illustrative Scenario
Real estate websites in the US usually share a central property database, MLS. The listings in the
MCDM filtering website 10 are pulled from this MLS database. These listings are also displayed
on popular real estate websites. Two senior couples visited the MCDM filtering website to search
for a house or a townhouse. Their priorities are lower crime rate, well-maintained house with low
price. Also, newer properties are preferred because the degree of damage is correlated with
property age. Their children are grown, so neither schools nor the area of the house are important
criteria. This is the first time the couple is using this real estate website to search for properties.
According to algorithm 2, the couple used the system as follows:
1- At first, the couple decided the price range, the city of interest, age, and the number of rooms.
The system retrieved six relevant results, as shown in Figure 5.13.
2- Then, while the system recommended three criteria to prioritize as in Figure 5.14, the couple
performed preference elicitation for six criteria of price, degree of damage, age, schools,
crime, and SQFT. The couple actively completed all the pair-wise comparisons for the six
criteria (15 pair-wise comparisons).

10

https://sites.google.com/view/mcdmrealestate/home
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3- Then, user information is saved in the Users entity, and the priority vector (criteria weights) of
the user is calculated and stored in the User Preferences entity to be used in future research.
4- If the degree of damage of any property is not calculated, the property is sent to the degree of
damage estimation module, and the degree of damage scores are updated in the Property
Criteria entity. However, all retrieved properties were previously damage estimated.
5- Then, the system performed a pair-wise comparison between each pair of listings on each
criterion, as shown in the Jupitar notebook 11. The AHP code is written in Python and the
system applies AHP with precision of decimal points using Saaty as a random index.

Figure 5.13: Search Results Defining the Price Range, Area, and Age.
6- For each property, the weighted arithmetic sum of criteria is calculated. Then, the listings are
ranked in descending order. The ordered rank for the properties that matches the user
preferences along with their target weights are: ['p3': 0.205, 'p6': 0.202, 'p2': 0.201, 'p5':
0.165, 'p1': 0.131, 'p4': 0.095].

11

Colab. Jupiter book
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7- A report in JSON Format is created to describe the local weights (overall local score) for
each criterion and the consistency ratio. We can see that the highest accumulative weight was
given to degree of damage followed by crime, year built and price.
8- {"weights": {"local": {"damage": 0.386,"crime": 0.256,"year-built": 0.205,"price": 0.086, "sqft": 0.047,
"schools": 0.02} } ,"consistency_ratio": 0.262,"random_index": "Saaty"}

Figure 5.14: Preferences Elicitation for Real Estate MCDM.
9- The displayed listings are reordered based on their matching score (target weights) with
specified criteria preferences. Based on the AHP ranking, the listing p3 matches the user
preferences the most.
To measure efficiency, the couple visited a popular real estate website and entered the same
parameters (price range, no. of rooms, age, and location). The website only allows ranking based
on price or the date that the listing was added, or lot size. The listing p3 appeared on the second
results page after 16 listings. So, the proposed system enhanced the efficiency of the search process
by finding the desired listing 16 listings earlier.
To measure search results' relevancy, we compared the ranked listings with the AHP overall local
score. The highest criteria overall local score was damage: 0.386 followed by crime: 0.256 and
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year-built: 0.205, i.e., p3 and p6 have "None" damage degree; both have the same crime rate;
however, p3 was given a higher rank because p3 is newer (year-built) than p6. So, the system
ranked listings are relevant to user preferences.
Compared to the other real estate websites, the couple was able to use elucidate six criteria of their
preferences, where the regular real estate websites allowed only two criteria of their preferences
(price, SQFT). So, the system offered a flexible search process where the user could elucidate three
times the filtering criteria offered by regular websites. Thus, the system not only allowed flexible
search experience but also ranked listings relevant listings according to user interests towards an
efficient search process.

5.12

Conclusion

Researchers confirmed the great impact of semantic filters and search tools on enhancing websites’
service quality (Yuan et al., 2013) (Ullah & Sepasgozar, 2019). The proposed system introduces
the Degree of Damage to the real estate search process. The system also formulates the search
process itself into an MCDM problem. The system used a trained Mask-RCNN to detect different
degrees of damage in the ceiling. The ceiling is a key component in any real estate section, and it
is always assigned a high importance weight because of its high maintenance cost. Due to the lack
of a representative degree of damage dataset, the training and testing images used to train the
Mask-RCNN network were retrieved from the web search and real-estate websites. The trained
network achieved 93% testing accuracy detecting ceiling damage. Additional network was applied
in conjunction with the damage detection network to identify the section represented in the image
by detecting objects and appliances. i.e., an image with a fridge represents kitchen.
5.12.1 Contributions to Theory
The theorizing process in Design Science Research is to prescribe ‘effective development
practices’ (methods) and ‘a type of system solution’ (instantiation) for ‘a particular class of user
requirements’ (models) (Markus et al. 2002, p. 180). Such prescriptive theories must be evaluated
with respect to the utility provided for the class of problems addressed.”. So, knowledge generated
as outputs of the design research are both implicit and explicit.
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This research contributes to Information Systems research in many ways. The research highlights
the significance of including semantic features such as the degree of damage in real estate systems.
The knowledge generated from providing semantic feature enhanced the decision process
explicitly by adding comprehensive depiction of a property characteristics. The research also
highlights the impact of using the new technologies of deep learning and MCDM to enhance realestate websites' "tangible" dimensions. The "tangible" dimension of service quality has long been
ignored despite its significant impact on enhancing service quality. The research adds new search
tools and filters to real estate websites that interactively help users fulfill their preferences. The
research also shed light on enhancing the decisions support process in key financial services such
as real estate search.
As we implemented and evaluated the real estate MCDM, it is important to connect the
characteristics of the system in the shadow of IIS characteristics and reflect on how IIS challenges
were addressed by the system as discussed in section 1.4, we will discuss each system
characteristic and challenge in detail:
Table 5.3: IIS Characteristics and Real Estate MCDM
Characteristic
Interactivity

How It Is Addressed by The Real estate MCDM
The proposed real estate system is not only a search system but also a
decision-support system. The system asks users to specify their criteria of
preferences. The system is flexible and provides multiple criteria for user to
elucidate. Flexibility always coincides with Interactivity (Yadav &
Varadarajan, 2005). So, supporting websites’ flexibility is one method to
promote interactivity (Jiang et al., 2010). The system also ranks results based
on each listing’s weight share of different criteria.

Communication The system interacts with both the realtor and the user. The system detects
Skills
damage in images uploaded by the realtor. The system also interacts with the
user through performing preference elicitation and re-ranking search results
to match user preferences.
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Adaptation

The system adapts with old listings. Old listings are not assigned damage
degree. However, the system can detect damage in old listings and update
their damage score in the database. When the degree of damage is specified
as a criteria preference, the system will detect damage in listings before they
are displayed to the users.

Predictive
Capabilities

The system is designed to predict the degree of damage detected within an
image. The system also tries to predict what section is represented in the
image, which means that if an image contains a sink and bathtub, the picture
most probably represents the bathroom. So, the system predicts the section
shown the image from its detected components.

Table 5.4: IIS Challenges and Real Estate MCDM
Challenge

How It Is Addressed by The Real Estate MCDM

Responsiveness

Responsiveness is usually associated with time, or how long the system takes
to respond to a user request. However, responsiveness can be viewed from
two angles. The first is the pace of response, and the second it the quality of
response or how the system match user expectations (Kaufman, 1991). In
other words, how the proposed real estate system responds to user’s search
requests as expected by the user. The system used MCDM as a channel where
users could submit preferred listings’ criteria and the system ranks the listings
to best match their preferred criteria.

Interactivity
Level

The system presented two levels of interactivity. The first is on the kernel
level, where the system supports the decision process of selection between
different listings. The preference elicitation feature allows user to prioritize
their criteria of preferences so the system could rank properties accordingly.
The system also interacts on the apparent level where the system visualize
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damage in real estate listings images when the user selects degree of damage
as criterion of preferences.
Efficiency

Popular real estate websites offer limited number of search filters and limited
sort options. The proposed website allows listings ranking based on variable
number of search filters where filters are given unequal importance weights.
So, listings of interest are displayed in the first page of results while these
listings are displayed dispersedly in late search results pages in most popular
real estate websites.

Tangibility

The degree of damage is a adding a visual dimension to the real estate service
quality where damages are identified and quantified. The degree of damage
provides significant information that help making comprehensive real estate
decisions.

5.12.2 Limitations and Future Research
The evaluation of the trained Mask-RCNN network revealed that the highest accuracy classes are
the extreme damage and the no damage class, while the moderate damage class achieved the least
accuracy. The reason why moderate damage scored the least accuracy is the broad spectrum of
damage degrees that could fit the moderate damage class. So, some damages could fit both
moderate/minor class or moderate/extreme. If we looked in-depth, we could find that big dark
moldy spots are usually detected as extreme damage rather than moderate. Therefore, real estate
experts' contributions are needed to define the damage spectrum for each degree of damage. On
the other hand, the none and extreme damage classes scored the highest accuracy because they
represent the beginning and end of the damage spectrum.
The new degree of damage is adding a new quality measure to the "tangibles" dimension of service
quality. The research used AHP, a popular intuitive MCDM process, to assist users in matching
their criteria of preferences. The user assigns weights to the criteria of preference in pair-wise
comparison with other criteria. Then, the priority vector of the user preferences is calculated and
stores in the User Preferences database entity. The MCDM includes more inclusive criteria not
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found in the regular search process, which promotes flexibility and efficiency. The search results
are ordered according to their weighted score in descending order. However, if the number of
retrieved listings is large, MCDM might take a long time to create a ranked list that matches user
preferences. Therefore, the initial ordering of properties is based on the absolute criteria of
preferences helped accelerated the MCDM process. Overall, matching search results with user
preference enhances the search process efficiency, information relevancy that in turn enhances the
service quality, trust, and user satisfaction.
While the trained network achieved 93% accuracy for detecting damages, the determination of
what is considered minor, moderate, and extreme is very challenging and subjective. There are
some cases where damage could fit into two damage degrees. For example, a big moldy spot could
fit both moderate and extreme damage degrees. To address these challenges, the involvement of
real-estate inspectors is required to specify the criteria range for each degree of damage.
Due to the hardship of getting a relevant dataset for damages in real estate, the training, testing,
and validation samples were limited to detect the degree of damage in the ceiling. Therefore, more
training samples to detect damage in different components and sections are required to allow a
comprehensive evaluation of a property.
These ceiling objects such as air vents, smoke detectors, speakers, and light fixtures need to be
considered as additional classes in the training process, which will require strong GPUs to train
multiple classes in the ceilings alone. Therefore, for comprehensive and precise damage detection,
all fixtures in real estate images should be included in the training process. This step requires a
huge number of training samples for each component in different degrees of damage.
Future work will include developing an inclusive degree of damage real estate dataset. The dataset
should include all real estate components and sections in different degrees of damage. Developing
this dataset should involve real estate experts to carefully define the criteria for annotating training
images to be assigned the correct degree of damage. It is important to include the source of damage,
like the water leak or the paint cracks, in quantifying the damage. Even for the same degree of
damage, usually, the source of damage could have a great impact on the property. For example:
moderate damage caused by paint cracks could be cheaper to fix than moderate damage caused by
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moldy areas. However, this step requires including real estate inspectors and experts to identify
the source of damages appropriately.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
6.1

Future Work

For the real estate search system, Future work includes developing an inclusive degree of damage
real estate dataset. The dataset should include all real estate components and sections in different
states of damage. Developing this dataset should involve real estate experts to carefully define the
criteria for annotating training images to be assigned the correct degree of damage.
The system focused on detecting damage in the ceiling. In the next step, the training and testing of
the network include different components and sections. This step requires many training samples
from each component and section in different degrees of damage. In this case, the network needs
high computational resources beyond Google Collaboratory.
It is important to include the source of damage, such as water leaks or paint cracks, in quantifying
the damage. Even for the same degree of damage, usually, the source of damage could impact the
cost of maintenance. For example, moderate damage caused by paint cracks could be cheaper to
fix than moderate damage caused by dark moldy areas. However, this step requires including real
estate inspectors and experts to identify the source of damages appropriately.
For the SAFEMYRIDES system, Future work includes implementing the system on other
platforms such as IOS, Raspberry Pi. The system should be tested on different platforms to
compare and contrast its performance and stability. In addition, the size of the violation’s dataset
is very limited. Increasing the training and validation samples will enhance the accuracy and
decrease the latency of predictions.
Encryption of the violation incidents was performed using a simple XOR function. More
sophisticated encryption methods using a 128-Bit key are preferred. Since the system achieved
lower accuracy and decreased sensitivity in detecting violations during the night, the violation
detection network needs to be trained with more samples during the night where poor light
obstructs well-defined detection of violations.
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Benchmarking for the SAFEMYRIDES system is required because the detection accuracy depends
on the specification of the phone cameras. Benchmarking will help to determine the minimum
required specifications in order to obtain reasonable detection accuracy. Further research on the
optimization of cameras usage is required in terms of decreasing camera battery consumption,
assuming that a ridesharing driver will be using the system for hours. Moreover, the system should
be deployed in a real setting to address other intangibles service quality measures such as
reliability, understanding, and courtesy.

6.2

Addressing IIS Characteristics

To attain a big picture about what are the IIS characteristics that were used in designing the
proposed systems, as discussed in section 1.4, we will discuss each IIS characteristic in detail:
Table 6.1: IIS Characteristics Addressed by The Research
Characteristic
Interactivity

How It Is Addressed
the proposed systems are both interactive. They provide decisionsupport/making for the users. The SAFEMYRIDES interacts with users and
ask their permissions to monitor ridesharing session to maintain user
privacy. The system also voices out a warning in case of detected violation,
so everyone is aware that a violation is reported. The real estate MCDM
system provide decision-support for real estate websites’ users. The system
provides a flexible pool of filtering criteria for user to prioritize. Then, the
system re-rank listings to match user criteria of preferences.

Communication
Skills

The ridesharing system interacts with system users in a verbal and a written
format. The real estate MCDM interacts with both the realtor and the user.
The real estate system interacts with the user by performing preference
elicitation and re-ranking search results to match user preferences. While the
communication skills used in both systems are limited to certain functions,
they are considered appropriate according to system requirements to avoid
overwhelming users (Augello, Gentile, & Dignum, 2017).
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Adaptation

Both systems can adapt certain changes in the environment. The Ridesharing
system can adapt the light change from day to night during detection, and it
can be used with rear or front cameras. The real estate MCDM can adapt
with old listings. The system can detect damage in old listings and update
their damage score in the database. When a damage is specified as a criteria
preference, the system detect damage in listings before they are displayed to
the users.

Predictive
Capabilities

Both systems use deep learning models that are trained to predict or identify
certain object or events. In the ridesharing system, the deep learning model
try to predict which person in the ridesharing session is a driver and which
is the passenger. It also tries to predict if a certain action is considered a
violation or not. The real estate system is designed to predict the degree of
damage of certain damages within an image. The system also tries to predict
what section is represented in the image.

6.3

Addressing IIS Challenges

Each of the developed systems is trying to address the IIS challenges as discussed in section 1.4.
So, we are trying to summarize how these challenges were addressed by the two systems as
discussed below:
Table 6.2: IIS Challenges Addressed by The Research
Challenge

How It Is Addressed

Responsiveness

Responsiveness is not only a quantitative measure, or how long the system
takes to respond to a user request. Responsiveness can be viewed from two
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angles. The first is the pace of response, and the second it the quality of
response or how the system match user expectations (Kaufman, 1991).
In the ridesharing system, the average system Latency was used as a measure
of the system responsiveness. The average response time to detect violations
is 620 ms which is the least among the current systems. The real estate system
responsiveness was measured by how the system responded to user’s search
requests as expected by the user. The system used MCDM as a channel where
users could submit desired listings criteria and the system ranks the listings
to best match their desired criteria.
Privacy

Privacy was a challenge in building the ridesharing system. The main
question that needs an answer is how to maintain confidentiality while
monitoring ridesharing. Transparency and violation encryption were used to
solve the privacy issues. The system speaks out “violation detected”, so both
the driver and the passenger are aware that the ridesharing session is
monitored. Also, the authorization of users is required to monitor ridesharing
sessions. Violation incidences are maintained confidential by encrypting
violation incidences before they are reported to ridesharing agents.

Interactivity
Level

The proposed systems interact with users on the kernel level within the core
system activities. In the ridesharing system, a verbal warning is displayed
when a violation is detected, which adds a core feature in the monitoring
systems. The system is transparent about recoding an incidence where users
are aware of recording. In the real estate system, the preference elicitation
feature allowed users to prioritize their criteria of preferences so the system
could rank properties accordingly.

Efficiency

It is expected from systems that run deep learning models to be resources
exhaustive. So, it is challenging to build a system that runs a deep learning
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model and is not resources extensive. The ridesharing system used only 29.09
MB of the phone's internal storage and a Memory (RAM) usage was just 104
MB despite running real-time inference, which means that the system is
consuming less than 1% of the smartphone RAM of 8 GB. The proposed real
estate MCDM system allows users to use variable number of search filters
where filters are given unequal importance weight. So, properties of interest
are listed in the first page of results, while they are listed dispersedly in late
search pages in popular real estate websites
Tangibility

Tangibility is the visual characteristic of the service provided. The ridesharing
system adds another tangibility dimension to the ridesharing services by
adding a camera streams that run object detection continuously during the
monitoring process. Also, the degree of damage is a new visual dimension to
the real estate service quality where damage is identified and quantified

6.4

Contribution to Theory and Society

The SAFEMYRIDES system is trying to solve the safety issues related to ridesharing, and it has
several implications to practice. Firstly, the system allows local ridesharing monitoring on the
driver's smartphone, saving the cost of an additional device for monitoring. Having the monitoring
system running on the same device used in the ridesharing will ensure efficiency and privacy.
Secondly, the system uses no network communication while detecting violations and limits the
network communication to reporting the violation to the ridesharing agent. Minimizing network
communication ensures privacy, security, and efficiency. So, the system could be used where poor
network connections exist. Thirdly, encryption of ridesharing incidences ensures privacy and
security. So, the passenger/driver data are only shared directly with the ridesharing agent in case
of detected violation.
The implication of the real estate MCDM system to practice include enhancing the real estate
websites users experience through enhancing flexibility, efficiency, and information relevancy.
Moreover, introducing new semantic features such as the degree of damage enhances the
information quality provided to users to make informed decisions. The system also uses MCDM
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to support users' decisions by matching their criteria of preference, enhancing service quality and
customer satisfaction.
Both Artifacts contribute to Information Systems research in many ways. The SAFEMYRIDES
applies rigorous technical methods such as decentralized control, where an IoT (smartphone) can
independently detect violations and make decisions. SAFEMYRIDES is one of the early attempts
to apply different optimization methods to deep learning networks to run efficiently on an IoT.
The research sheds light on the importance of limiting cloud/edge computation and limiting
network communications while enhancing the decisions making process and analytics of the IoTs.
The Real estate MCDM system highlights the significance of including semantic features such as
the degree of damage in real estate systems. The research also highlights the impact of using the
new technologies of deep learning and MCDM to enhance real-estate websites' "tangible"
dimensions. The "tangible" dimension of service quality has long been ignored despite its
significant impact on enhancing service quality. The real estate system adds new search tools and
filters to real estate websites that interactively help users fulfill their preferences.

6.5

Summary

Intelligence is a core component in current Intelligent Information systems (IIS). Among the
abundance of AI technologies, IoT, Edge Computing, and deep learning got notable research
attention because of their promising contribution to many industries. However, studying the
potential of employing these technologies to overcome IIS challenges still not addressed.
The dissertation is divided into two IISs. The first is building SAFEMYRIDES, a scene-aware
system for monitoring ridesharing. The system uses optimized deep learning models for IoT that
can detect violations in ridesharing locally on the driver's smartphone. The system records only
violations indicine in an encrypted format. Implementing ridesharing monitoring services faces
many technical challenges such as high cost, complexity, and network dependency. In addition,
monitoring the entire ridesharing session violates the user's privacy. The system enhances the
ridesharing monitoring quality in terms of responsiveness, privacy, and efficiency. The system
architecture is simple and decreases the cost of connection to cellular internet networks required
for monitoring ridesharing sessions. On the social level, the system would ensure privacy while
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preventing hundreds of crimes and which enhances customer satisfaction and safety without
violating privacy.
The second IIS aims at enhancing the service quality of real-estate systems by adding more
semantic search tools and filters. We developed a new real estate filter called the degree of damage,
which is detected visually from real estate images using Deep Learning for computer vision. In
addition, we developed an enhanced real estate search system that filters real estate as a multicriteria decision problem, using the Analytical hierarchal process (AHP). The proposed system
enhances the real estate agents' service quality by enhancing flexbilty and the relevancy of the
search results and process. Including the degree of damage in filtering real estate enhances the
accessibility of information and the user experience.
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